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BACK TO
THE BAD OLD DAYS
A Return to Pre-1985 Politics for Sabah
n late August this year, 10
members of the Parti Bersatu
Sabah (PBS) - including Datuk
M:.uk Kading the Deputy Chief
Minister of Sabah, Kalakau Unto!
the Deputy Minister of Labour, and
Senator Pandikar Amin Haji Mulia ·
were suspended from the party. In
September, they resigned from the
PBS and set up the Parti Angkatan
Keadilan Rakyat Sabah (Akar).
PBS leaders, including Datuk
Pairin Kitingan, who is concurrent·
ly Sabah's Chief Minister, explained
that Kading had not co-operated
with other members of the PBS
leadership with whom he did not
see eye-to-eye. They also alleged
that Kading and the others had engaged in anti-PBS political activities: specifically, that they were involved in the formation of a new
political party. Considering the
haste with which Akar has been
formed, there is probably some
truth in the allegation.
On his part, Koding claimed
there was a "kitchen cabinet" in
the PBS which was manipulating
Pairln to oust him. Unto! asserted
that their disagreements with the
members of the "kitchen cabinet"
stemmed from the party's "deviation from its original objectives", as
a consequence of which, "discrimination, corruption and malpractices" were now widespread in
Sabah.
It is true that there was a rift between Koding and some of the PBS
leaders like Datuk Joseph Kurup,
Datuk Bernard Dompok and Datuk
Clarence Bongkos Malakun. This
rift goes back to 1986. At that
point they had disagreed on how to
resolve the political crisis then confronting the newly-formed PBS government. Whereas Kading was in
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The recent squabbles in the
PBS which has led to the
formation of Akar can only be
comprehensively unders~ood,

FRANCIS LOH KOK WAH
argues, jf we locate it in the
context of a return to the
politics of nepotism,
mismanagement and selfinterest.

favour of forming a coalition government with USNO and Berjaya
as proposed by the Prime Minister,
the others had pushed for holding
another round of elections and
going it alone. In the end the latter
view prevailed. In the elections subsequently held, there were rumours
of Koding leaving the PBS and joining the opposition. There was also
personal rivalry between Kading

Kadazan beauty contest - Kadazanisation fervour dimmed in the early
80's for the larger interest of a just
and democratic government.

and the others for leadership of the
Kadazan/Dusun communi£\ in •he
event ofPairin's future rClllcn .:Ill.
In spite of these rift£ and rivalries, however. it appears. that Painn
continued to acknowledge Koding as
his deputy- in name if not in fact
-perhaps in return forKoding's early support for him and his ~truggle
against Harris Salleh. For instance,
although the Berjaya gov<!mment
had warned its members not to paT·
ticipate in the Tambunan Harvest
Festival held in 1982, Koding. then
a Berjaya member of parliament,
defied the order. The United Sahah
Dusun Association (USDA
!:rich
he headed, jointly sponsmed the
Festival with the Kadazan Cultural
Association (KCA), of v. hich Pairin
was, and still is, presidenL Later,
Kading and USDA once again stood
by Pairin and KCA in the 1984
Tambunan by-election which resulted in a thumping victol) for
Pairln.
Given these expressions of unity
in the early 1980s, it is sigruficant
thai eight of the I 0 people who
have resigned from the PBS and initiated the formation of Akar are
members of USDA's supreme council. This includes Kading who still
heads USDA and Untol who is his
deputy in the association. The
recent developments within the
PBS, therefore, marks a break between USDA and KCA, and poSSl·
bly between Kadazans and Dusuns
as well
According to some observers,
these differences arose as a result of
disagreements between the two organisations over how to standardise
the "Kadazan language", in anticipation of its use in the Pupil's Own
Language programme.
Following this disagreement.

USDA also began to organise its
own separate Harvest Festival again
this year, after several years of joint
efforts. This move by USDA was interpreted by KCA leaders as an
attempt to divide the KaduaR/ Dusun community and/or a challenge
of the KCA itself which was clearly
also the richer, better organized and
more influential of the two. In this
atmosphere of antagonism, USDA
leaders began to accuse the PBS government of control by KCA leaders and of discrimination against
Dusuns, especially those involved in
USDA.
While the developments outlined
above certainly contributed to the
recent squabbles within the PBS,
they do not explain recent developments comprehensively. In this
article we shall fust discuss the
question of Kadazan/Dusun unity.
For this purpose it is necessary lo
go back to the 1950s and 1960s
when there occurred the rise and
demise of a first phase of "Kadazan
nationalism". Having done that, we
shall locate the recent squabbles within the context of a return to the
pre-1985 politics of patronage,
corruption and mismanagement
which had characterised the previous governments under Mustapha
and Harris Salleh.
1950s Kadazan Nationalism
One of the most fascinating aspects of the "rise of Kadat.an nationalism'' in the 1950s was how
Donald (subsequently Fuad) Stephens, who became Sabah's first
Chief Minister, and some other
Kadazan leaders like Peter Mojuntin
and Ganie Gilong, attempted to
unite the non-Malay/Muslim and
non-Murut indigenous peoples of
Sabah under one common umbrella. This process involved not

only doing away with the name
"Dusun" (a term literally meaning
"orchard" but implying "country
hicks", by which outsiders and the
British referred to them as seen in
the 1960 Census), but, in a sense,
"imposing" upon these various
groups acceptance of the new category "Kadazan", (from the word
"kakaduan", literally "town people") wllich was actually the name
by wruch only those who hailed
from the Penampang area Gust outside Kota Kinabalu) identified
themselves. There was also the related effort to promote usage of the
"Kadazan language", standardised
according to the dialect of the Penampang group.
Jn part due to the fact that
many of the non-Malay/ Muslim and
non-Murut peoples speak variants
of the same language, shared many
sin1ilarities in their cultural practices and religious beliefs, the
better-educated "Penampang boys"
were apparently able to attract
many youths from Putatan, Papar,
Inanam and some other areas in the
West Coast Residency to their
cause: some inroads were also made
by them into Kundasang, Ranau
and Tarnbunan (in the Interior Residency); and Sandakan and Lahad
Datu (in the East Coast Residency).
By emphasising the similarities
among themselves and especially
their common differences from the
Malay Muslims and other groups, a
Kadazan sense of identity and
nationhood was apparently forged.
This process was facilitated by the
fact that Stephens was editor of the
major daily, whlch introduced a
"Kadazan Column" in the vernacular, promoting just such a sense of
common identity among its Kadazan readers.
This acruevement manifested it-
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TOP LEFT: Mustapha and Haris
managed politics of nepotism,
corruption and mismanagement.
TOP: Is PBS under Pairin dishing
out more of the same?
self in the forma lion of the United
Kadazan National Organisation
(UKNO) in 1961 with Stephens as
its leader. Following the district
and town council elections of
1962-63, Stephens, with the support o f the British, emerged as the
first Chief Minister of Sabah. In his
new capacity, he officially renamed
the Dusun as Kadazan and British
North Borneo as Sabah. On Sept
16, 1963, Stephens led Sabah into
Independence as part of the new
Federation of Malaysia.
Thus. whereas the ethnic category "Dusun" was used in the prelndependence 1960 and earlier
Censuses conducted by the British,
the same non-Murut non-Malay/
Muslim peoples were referred to as
"KadaLan" m the 1970 Census.
(The situation gets a bit more complicated because in 1980, under
Harris Salleh's directive, the Kadazans were subsumed under the new
category "Pribumi").
Kadazan or Dusun, whichever
the case, it was clear that they constituted, and continue to be, the
largest indigenous group in Sabah.
And taking after the claims of
Malay leaders in the peninsula, the
Kadazan/Dusun leaders, likewise,

considered themselves to be the
"definitive people" of Sa bah.
Demise of Kadazan Nationallsm in
the 1960s
Despite their numbers and claims,
nonetheless, Stephens was forced to
relinquish the Chief Ministership
after only two years. His challenger
was the governor, Tun Mustapha, a
Suluk Muslim , leader of the United
Sabah
National
Organisation
(USNO) which claimed to represent
the "Malay-Muslims" (meaning the
non-Kaduan non-Murut indigenous
ethnic groups who are Muslims and
who closely identify themselves
with the Malays viz. the Suluk,
Rajuu. filanun , Orang Sungai, Bisaya, and others).
Stephens' close ties with Lee
Kuan Yew and support for Lee's
concept ~1f a "Malaysian Malaysia"
soured his relations with then Prime
Minister Tunku Abdul Rahman.
When, upon Singapore's separation
from Malaysia in 1965, Stephens
expressed a desire to re-examine
Sabah's continued participation in
the Federation, he found hinlSelf
under pressure from Tunku as well.
Subsequently, Stephens was forced
to step down as the president of
UNKO too.
In the interim, Stephens had
amalgamated UNKO with the National Pasok Momogun Organisation,
led by the Murut leader Gunsanad
Sundang, to form the United PasokMomogun KadaLan Organisation
(UPKO) in May 1964. This change
marked Stephens' abandonment of
an exclusively KadaL:an for a multiethnic party: one that was in fact
open to Chinese as well. However,
most Chinese rallied behind the
newly formed Chinese-based party,
the Sabah National Party (SANAP,
later to become the Sabah Chinese
Association, SCA) which entered
into an electoral pact with USNO in
the 1967 elections, thereby resulting in UPKO's defeat. ln alliance
with SCA and with Kuala Lumpur's
support,Mustapha came to power.
For a wllile, UPKO went into
opposition. But when party members were lured over to join USNO,
Stephens abandoned his attempt at
multi-ethnic politics and called for
"Bumiputera unity" instead. Ac-

come from Tambunan, they nevercordingly. UPKO was dissolved in
theless, consider themselves K.adaDecember 1967 and its membe~s
zans. At another level, we also have
were urged to join Mustapha's
tl1e case of someone like Daruk KaUSNO. In 1968 Stephens became
sitah Gadam who identifies himself
Malaysia's lligh Commissioner to
as a Muslim Dusun but is a member
Canberra where l1e remained until
of KCA rather than USDA. Indeed,
his return to Sabah in the midit is not uncommon to encounter si1970s.
tuations where the younger and the
These developments left the Kaolder generations of the same famidazans without their own political
ly identify themselves different·
party or capable leaders. Moreover,
ly. For instance, a father might confrom being urged to identify themsider himself as a Kiu lu and Dusun
selves, first as Kadazans united
and be active in USDA while the
behind UNKO, the non-Malay/
son might identify himself as a KaMuslim natives were then urged to
dazan and join KCA. And, of
abandon their so called "distinctivecourse, we must also keep in mind
ness" within the multi-ethnic
that many Dusuns and Kadazans
UPKO. Still later, they were told to
have since embraced Islam.
join USNO and to identify themselves as Bumiputera in common
PotiticaJ Unity ln Spite of Cultuml
with Lhe Malay/Muslims. their erstwhile enemies.
Differences
The logic for these shifts lay in
From the foregoing, it can be
tl1e Kadazan intelligentsia's bid for
seen that in spite of the efforts and
political power. But they most cerwishes of the early Kaduanleaders,
tainly must have created confusion
Kadazan-ization of the non-Murut
among the ordinary villagers. It is
non-Malay/Muslim peoples remain
not surprising, therefore, that the
incomplete. Put another way, the
''demise" of Kadazan nationalism
notion of a common identity
occurred, assuming its "rise" in the
among these peoples cannot be tafirst instance. It appears, too, that
ken for gramed_ This is so in spite
of the fact that we as outsiders
the process of "Kadazan-ization" itmight infer from certain observable
self which apparently occurred in
cultu raJ similarities among them,
the 1950s and early 1960s was, a1
that they are a different cultural
best, limited. For today tl1ere are
group from ourselves. Still less do
so-called Kadazan groups )ike the
Rungus and Orang Sungai who still . these cultural differences imply unitY as a group capable of political
consider thenlSelves to be distinct
action. For cultural differences to
ethnic groups. AddHionally, many of
take on such political saliency there
the Lotud (of Tuaran), tl1e Kwijau
must first arise a distinct sense of
(of Keningau), the Bundu (of Kuala
ethnic consciousness at tl1e indiviPenyu), the Tambunuo and Kuiludual and then group level, and seall found in the more interior
condly, a belief among all those
-still consider themselves as Duwho share that ethnic group identisuns ratller than Kadazans. It is esty that they also share common
sentially those who come from Peeconomic interests and political
nampang, lnanam, Papar and Putagoals_ ln other words, ethnic group
Lan- all in the West coast regionformation is a subjective psycholowho invariably i.dentify themselves
gical process not necessarily arising
as Kadazans. And whereas the latter
from common objective cultural
Jiave readily associated themselves
markers.
with KCA since the early 1960s,
Indeed, in spite of remaining
some of the fanner still prefer to
linguistic and other cultural, even
participate in USDA formed in
religious differences among the Ka1966.
That said, we must bear in mind
dazanfDusun peoples. political unithat the above is a generalisation of
ty began to emerge among them in
the early 1980s. This is best exemwhat is a very complex phenomenon and situation. There are many
plified by the co-operation between
Pairin and Kading on the one hand,
exceptions to it. For instance, although the Kitingans and Ongkilis and the coming together of KCA
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and USDA which they respectively
headed, on the other. This new Kadv.an political unity, therefore, was
Jess a result of a common sense of
ethnic identity than a sense of shar·
ed economic interests and political
goals. The latter had arisen as a result of their unfair treatment under
the previous two governments. To be
sure, a sense of common ethnic
identity was also subsequently
promoted by USDA and KCA leaders
But it was also the foresight of
the Kadazan/Dusun leaders to link
their particular struggle to the more
larger issues of nepotism and corruption, mismanagement and authoritarianism which characterised
the ruhng Berjaya government,
coupled with the decision to form a
multi-ethnic rather than an exclusively Kadazan polihcal party, that
won it popular support from nonKadazans as well. It is also true to
say that some of the PBS leaders, at
least for a while, and to varying degrees depending on the particular individual in question, were
also concerned about ushenng in a
more just, multi-ethnic and democratic. efficient and responsible government Jndeed, an exhilarating
sense of political unity based on a
common pursuit of just such an alternative form of government united not onJy the Kadazans/Dusuns,
but many Sabahans from different
ethnic backgrounds.
Return to Pre-1985 Politics?
Unfortunately, after four years
of PBS rule, such an alternative
form of government has not matenalised. Instead, it appears that the
Berjaya style of government has
slowly been reproduced by the
PBS.
For instance. instead of wiping
out nepotism and corruption as
promised, the PBS leaders themselves now stand accused- at least
in the eyes of the public- of having
further promoted the disease. There
are now numerous allegations of
conflict of interest in their roles as
legislators on the one hand and
buSUles"S people on the other, as
money politics goes into full swing.
There are also allegations of outright corruption in the granting of

millions of Ringgit worth of contracts on a negotiated tender basis
and the issuance of more than a
million acres of timber lands to PBS
leaders or their nominees. It was
allegations such as these that
prompted the Internal Revenue Department to raid the homes of some
of these leaders in 1988. Since no
effort has been made to demolish
these allegations. they have persisted.
It wiU also be recalled that the
PBS used to be extremely critical of
many of the previous government's
projects which were clearly wasteful. Yet today, the PBS itself has
been questioned by many on its
own sense of priorities. Instead of
diverting more funds towards poverty eradication projects- which at
an incidence level of 33.1 per cent
in 1987 is almost double that of the
peninsula's - some $63.6 million
have been spent on the purchase of
the new race course and clubhouse
complex in Tuaran, and another
$10 million spent to celebrate the
25th anniversary of Sabah's Independence.
Likewise, as was said of the Berjaya government, there i~ also now
a widespread belief that the PBS government has also been mefficient.
Parts of recently built roads have
begun to deteriorate as soon as
completed while failure to complete other road building projects
has led to a threat by the World
Bank to withdraw some of the originally allocated funds. lt has also
been revealed that between 198688, only about half of some $300
million allocated to the Sabah Education Department was spent.
There are also increasing numbers of non-Kadat.ans, including
those in USDA, who are alleging
discrimination against themselves in
the appointment to positions in the
bureaucracy, statutory bodies and
government companies, awarding of
contracts. licenses, loans and scholarships and so on.
Finally, there are also those who
are disappumted that the PBS has
been parry to aU the anti-democratic legislations that have been pass·
ed in Parliament despite its promise
to usher in more open and liberal
politics.
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It is because of such allegations
of corruption and nepotism, wastage and inefficiency. discrintination, and support of anti-democratic legislations, that public confidence in the government has slowly, but surely eroded. In this regard , Unto!'<; accusation that the
PBS has dev1ated from its original
objectives is probably appropriate.
However. we do not agree, as
some observers have sugested, that
the fom1ation of Akar represents a
return to those objectives. If anything, the Akar leaders themselves
stand accused of these alleged misdeeds and Irregularities.
It is withtn such a context that
we should locate the current political developments within the P BS.
As the PBS leaders cf"eviate from
their original objectives and increasingly pu!')ue their own interests, many of their former supporters have become disillusioned.
Consequently, there has arisen the
need to remobilise new support for
themselves. Because they can no
longer couch U1eir political struggle
in tenns of a just and democratic,
clean and efficient government,
they incvttably champion the cause
of cultural economic and political
rights o f their particular ethnic
communitiC!>. This is a familiar story to all of us.
l ienee although those differences between the KCA and USDA
were certainly contributory factors
to the recent problems in the P BS,
they cannot be comprehensively
understood without keepmg in
mind the two related considerations
that we have stressed: firstly, that
unity can be forged in spite of cultural dtfferences if there are larger
issues like a common struggle for
justice and democracy to bind us;
and secondly, that it is when there
is an absence of such common concerns for these important issues
that ethnic politics come to the
fore and divide the people. Undoubtedly, leaders who play up
ethnic politics should be condemned. But we ourselves have the res·
ponsibility to reject these leaders
and to insist on the realisation of a
politics of justice, freedom, and indeed, solidarity in spite of our cultural and religious differences.

e

HUMAN RIGHTS

HUMAN RIGHTS NO COMPROMISE
t is a pity that ARK continues
to support and justify the recent
inhuman suppression of the prodemocracy movement in China.
This time he further justifies the
suppression in the name of peace in
tllis region!
While ARK has raised a number
of issues to justify his position, the
original issue is about the violent
suppression of the pro-democracy
demonstrators. The so-called distortion of facts was merely an excuse
for him to put forth his views in
support, and in justification, of the
June 4 massacre in Beijing. lt is
actually he who intentionally misinterprets the facts about the development of the pro-democracy protest. He ignores the stubbornness
and instigations of the Chinese government hardliners. He puts the
blame for the June 4 massacre on
unarmed civilians, and ignores the
inhuman means used by the government to suppress the demonstrators. In fact, from his replies it is
obvious that ARK denies the people of China the right to put
pressure on the government by nonviolent means to bring about socioeconomic and political refonns.
Also, even if ARK were right about
the demonstrators trying to create a
Poland-type of situation in which a
Chinese Lech Walesa would emerge,
is there anything morally wrong
with tltis? Isn't it the right of the
citiZens to demand for democracy
by non-violent means?
ARK's reasoning and justification of the massacre {which includes
the excuses put forth by the Beijing
government), I maintain, tantamounts to helping Premier U Peng
and his gang to cover up and justify
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TAN CHEE BENG replies to
Aliran reader Abdul Rahim
Karim (ARK) on the Beijing
massacre issue that AM has
carried the past few issues.
This will be the final exchange
between the two writers we
are carrying.

their gross violation of human
rights.
ln his latest reply, ARK. in his
attempt to discredit the pro-democracy demonstrators as counterrevolutionaries (a view of Premier
Li Peng and other hardliners) continues to distort facts. An example
is his use of a quotation from the
May 29 issue of Newsweek to question my description of the prodemocracy movement as reformminded and non-violent. First, his
interpretation of Newsweek's analysis is debatable. Second, the prodemocracy movement did not start
with this year's demonstration, but
earlier, and as 1 had pointed out, as
far back as more than ten years ago.
The well-known pro-democracy
writer Wei Jing Sheng who was jailed ten years ago is still in gaol.
Third, the attempt by Zhao Ziyang's faction "to overthrow Deng,
l.i and their cadre of conservative
gefontocrats", even if this simplistic
analysis of Newsweek is correct,
should be separated from the prodemocracy movement. Factions in
the Chinese leadership had tried to
capitalize on the students' protests,
but each faction had its own political ambitions, not the aims of the
pro-democracy movement.
ln my last reply, I mentioned
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Demanding democracy by nonviolent means: A citizen's right.
that it was probably a mistake for
tbe students to follow a section of
the intelligentsia who eventually
called for Deng and Li to step
down. The nature of the in-fighting
among the government leaders, the
attempts by certain political leaders
to turn the students' protest to
their own advantage, and the role
of a section of the intelligentsia th,ese are all complicated issues
which need research and analysis.
What J need to point out here is
that the way ARK has used the
quotation from Newsweek to interpret the events is misleading. It is
also rather naive to ask why the student leaders did not flee to the
Soviet Union! Surely if one were to
flee from political oppression in
one's own country, one will choose
a country which has a better human
rights record, and whose government may grant one political
asylum.

ARK is at pains to discredit the
pro-democracy movement as the
work of foreign governments, but
he does not give us any evidence.
Given the historical enmity between the mainland and the government in Taiwan, it is easy to
assume that the Taiwan government
had a hand in the students' protest
in Beijing. ln actual fact, the
Taiwan government had been rather
restrained, being careful not to provoke the mainland government. The
people in Taiwan, however. were
generally sympathetic to the prodemocracy movement.
In the United States, a Chinese
newspaper which supported the
Beijing massacre had to close down
due to the boycott by the Chinese
readers there. The initial statement
by President Bush which ARK quoted seemed to me to be aimed at satisfying the various groups in the
States which had expected the President to make a stronger protest
against the Chinese massacre. It was
not "an open admission of interference in the affairs of another
country", as ARK wants us to believe. (Note that the Chinese government also regards all protests
by foreign governments as interference in China's internal affairs).
The student leaders who had escaped to the West in fact, called upon
the United States government to
protest more strongly. It is ridiculous that ARK should suggest that
the student leaders should hide
their heads in shame at the cautious
and mild American protest against
the Chinese government.
The huge support which the
Chinese in Hong Kong gave to the
students in China is understandable. They were, and are, very much
concerned with thei.r own future ,
and they certainly want to see a
more democratic governr 11 in
China. The pro-democrat} .novement in mainland China was therefore seen by many Hong Kong
Chinese as their own struggle too,
and they gave their whole-hearted
support, especially in collecting
money to help the demonstrators in
Beijing.
ARK sees the present pro-democracy demonstrators as pro-West.
The term pro-West as used by hin1

is ambiguous, for he can mean either having Western influence or
being pro certain Western states.
Being Western influenced in ideas is
obviously different from being proWestern states. Take for example,
the use of the Liberty Statue. It
does not make sense to suggest that
the pro-democracy students were
pro-West simply because they had
adopted the Liberty statue. What
was adopted was a symbol which
the students had turned into a powerful polit!cal symbol of what
they were fighting for, that is, freedom, democracy, and justice. Tn my
opinion it was wise to use tl1e statue to symbolise liberal ideals for
t11e Chinese are familiar witl1 the
power of symbols in the form of
statues. Given the lack of a powerful symbol of democracy in China,
the adoption of the Liberty statue
was very interesting indeed.
The pro-democracy movement
was aimed at urging the government to bring about economic and
especially political reforms. It was
not a campaign against foreign
aggression or imperialism. It was
also not a campaign on specific international human right issues. It is
thus irrelevant for ARK to argue
that the students did not raise
iSsues like South Africa or Palestine.
It is irrelevant to insist that there
must be protests against certain fo-reign states in order to make the
pro-democracy movement comparable to the May Fourth Movement.
I must again point out that in my
original article, 1 did not make comparisons between the May Fourth
Movement and the present prodemocracy protest. I had merely referred to the significance of the celebration of the 70th anniversary of
the May Fourth Movement to the
present-day Chinese who campaigned for refonns. Nevertheless, in my
last reply, I had described how it
was relevant to compare. The main
problem with ARK is that he sees
the May Fourth Movement narrowly as anti-Japan and anti certain
Western states as well as anti-"Chinese traitors". In actual fact, it was
a major intellectual and political
movement. I bad already explained
this in my last reply.
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Human rights are not just the
tradition of the West. All spiritual
traditions talk of the dignity of
human being. Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism, Islam. Chinese spiritual traditions, and others all have
teachings about the dignity of the
human being, about how rulers
should not oppress the ruled, about
respecting life, and so on. The diff.
erence is that in certain countries,
human rights have become politically institutionalised such that
political leaders have to at ]east
appear to be upholding human
rights. Unfortunately, in most
"third world" countries, the concern for human rights is yet to become pa.rt of the poHticaJ process.
ARK applies the principle of
cultural relativity in his interpretation of human rights and democracy. It is often claimed that the
Third World countries have their
own traditions (the oppressive
traditions of the ruling elites?), or
have their own unique situation,
so that the Western standard of
justice, democracy and freedom
cannot be introduced. Or, as ARK
puts it in the case of human rights,
from whose point of view? Surely
it cannot be from the point of view
of the oppressor. There are certain universally accepted principles
that are found in spiritual traditions, although not necessarily as
written laws. Isn't it morally wrong
for government leaders to release
troops to shoot unarmed civilians?
Isn't it against human dignity to
detain people without trial and put
them in solitary confinement? Even
if oppressive governments make
detention without trial and soHta.ry
confinement legal, as in South
Africa, or make- other laws to leraJize their oppressive rule, this does
not make the oppressive actions of
the governments right from the
point of view of human rights.
The trouble with ARK is that he
sees human rights from the legalist
perspective, that is, what is legal is
right. Even if the violent suppression of the Chinese demonstrators
was legal (really?) from the point of
view of China's Constitution and
laws, it was still a crime against
humanity to shoot down unarmed
civilians, hence, the worldwide

condemnation of the massacre. It
was not just the Western governments that protested agamst the
violent suppression, many indivi·
duals and organilattons all over the
world protested too.
The piOlest against the Chinese
governme t was aimed more against
the violem and inhuman nature of
the suppression than the mere fact
of suppression. It is important to
remember this. In participating in
the demonstrations, the &tudents
and other Chinese citizens knew
that they risked being arrested, but
the Chinese people and the world at
large did not expect the Beijing
government to mobilise soldiers and
tanks to kill civilians.
The fight against oppression or
for greater democratic space means
also fighting against oppressive

laws. Violation of oppressive laws
often becomes a necessary part of
the non-violent method of protest.
Otherwise, ho\\o can the Black Alri·
cans. for example, fight for their
nghts in South Africa? Thus the
legalist view of human right 1ssues
is unacceptable. It can only consolidate the position of the oppressor.
Human rights should not be seen
as merely the right to food, it is
also the right to freedom. And
people in the Third World need
freedom too, not just food. Thus
the relativist approach to human
rights is false. It is the ideology of
the ruling elites for legi.timi:ling
their undemocratic rule. What one
should explore instead is why in
Third World countries, it has been
rather difficult to develop more
democratic space. To understand

tJus one has to analyse the role of
the political elites as well as their
Ideologies and instruments of
control
Lastly. oppression and injustice
cannot be made right through law:.,
ideology and propaganda. To defend the violent suppression of the
demonstrators rn China is to defend the oppressor against the
oppressed. Nevertheless we hope
that the Beijing government will
learn to honour human rights and
democracy. For a start, it should
release all pro-democracy dissidents, students and other cili7ens.
The government should also stop
arresting Uwse who had taken part
in the pro-democracy demonstrations. Such a gesture will undoubtedly help the government to regain
her respect in the world of nations.e

CALLING A
SPADE A SPADE
BEIJING MASSACRE
ecent events in China culminating in the bloodshed
of J une 4, 1989, have provoked all kinds of response from
people in different parts of the
world. To begin with, our own
Deputy Home Affairs Minister
should take the pri7e for grotesquerie for his absurd warning that his
government was keeping an eye on
Malaysians who criticised or condemned the Beijing killings of
June 4.
Then, one Lee Shau Fah from
Kota Kinabalu asked (in a letter to
the Far £astern Economic Review,
Sept 7, J989): "But what massacre?" Lee added. "Scores of people must have been killed. but to
call it a massacre is inaccurate."
Even if we assume that Lee's claim
that only scores of people were
killed is correct, the question

R

F AN YEW TENG offers some
interesting views on the June 4
Beijing massacre.
remains as to what number of
killings constitutes a massacre.
When and what kind of killings qualify to be a massacre? Is il only
when hundreds, thousands or
millions of people are killed that we
can talk of a massacre? My good,
old Concise Oxford Dictionary
tells me that a massacre is a "GeneraJ slaughter, carnage (of persons,
occasionally of animals); murder
cruelly or violently (a number of
persons)".
The
Chamber's
Twentieth Century Dictionary says
a massacre is an "indjscriminate
slaughter, especially with cruelty",
while the Ne-.v National Dictionary
says it is a "general, ruthless
slaughter; carnage". Perhaps Lee
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Shau Fah is in possession of
dictionaries w1th different or even
opposite meanings?
Like Lee, I too have watched
two · Hongkong-produced video
tapes of the J une 4 tragedy.
However. unlike Lee. 1 have seen
the littered bodies on the streets
and in the hospitals, crushed bicycles and some other gory details. To
be fair, however, I do agree with
Lee that some Western media did
inflate the death toll to "somewhere between 3,000 and 7 .000".
But, neither can we brush aside the
number of killings, as Lee does, as
merely that of "scores of people".
The generally independent and respected London-based human rights
organisation Amnesty International
has put the figure at at least I ,300
(Far East em Economic Review,
Sept 7, 1989).

Abdul Rahim Karim quoted various sources that challenged the
view that the students' protest was
orderly and peaceful. Those who
have watched the l longkong produced video tapes must, 1 think,
conc~ue that violence was perpetrated by some of the protestors
against apparently unarmed soldiers. On this score J tend to disagree
with Tan Chee Beng, although his
arguments on other points are quite
valid, albeit somewhat repetitious
in some places.
ln the West, there have generally
been three different responses
towards recent events in China.
First, there is the outright condemnation from ultra conservatives and
anti-commurusts to whom nothing
in China has ever been correct since
Oct I, 1949. Second, there is
anguished bewilderment from people who have been generally sympathetic to the overall achievements
of the Chinese Revolution. Third,
there is of course the cyrucal calculation from people like former
American President Richard Nixon
and Henry Kissinger.
Nixon advocates that the West
should moderate its criticism of the
bloody crackdown by the Chinese

Megat Junid borders on absurdity
warning Malaysians against
criticising the Beijing killings.

government and desist fromeconomic and diplomatic and other
reprisals against the Chinese govern·
ment for the sake of strategic
considerations vis-a-vis the fast·
changing international political
scenario. ror instance, Nixou :.ayl)

(The I!.lustrated Weekly of India ,
Bombay, July 16, 1989):
Our influence will be squandered if
we make pious pronouncements
about what Ozina's leaders should
do. It would be far better to
urge them, through private channels, to show restraint in dealing
with pro-democracy activists · and
eventually to find a way to accommodate dissent.
Coming from Nixon, this unashamed Machiavellism masquerading as pragmatism can be no great
surprise. After all, it was during his
temt of office that the National
Guards opened fue at protesting
students at Kent State University in
Ohio on May 4, 1970,killing four of
them. The students were protesting
peacefully against Nixon's secret
invasion of Cambodia.
In the fmal analysiS, Nixon's
brand of global politics based on

the strategic interests of America
could only invariably lead to the
peace of the gra 'eyard. Nixon
amply demonstrate• such a stand
with deadly effect lith regard to
Pakistani repressio of what is
touay
Bangladesh (then East
Pakistan) in 1971. One wonders to
what fruitful and energetic extent
NIXon urged restraint "through
private channels" in both cases, 18
years apart.
Like the Chinese authorities
whom they refuse to condemn,
some people have conveniently
equated criticism of the actions or
policies of the Chinese government as being anti-China. This is
unfortunate as it is unfair, because
m doing so they have again missed a
chance. through either default or
mistaken loyalty. to call into
account those who have given a bad
name to soc1alisin; they have in fact
fallen into the tragic political

Deng Xiao-ping's claun that onJy
"a very small number of people
were involved" is questionable.

Nixon has interests other than
human rights.

sHnkhole whtch shames the very
ideolog> they claim to admire and
uphold.
Abdul Rahim Karim asks us
[AM , 1989: 9(7)] to take into
account the opinion of Deng Xiaoping that ·•a very small number of
people created turmoil and this
eventually
developed into
a
counter-rcvolu tionary
rebellion.
They are trying to overthrow the
Communist Party, topple the
socialist system and subvert the
People's Republic of China so as to
establish a capitalist republic".
When one does agree to take into
account Deng's opinion and not
simply gloss over it, what does one
think about it? For a start, it is a
highly opinionated opinion which
cannot claim to be disinterested.
Deng's claim that only "a very
small number of people" were involved in the protests is highly
questionable, if not laughable. But
even assuming that we accept
Deng's ridiculous claim, the Chinese
authorities still come out rather
badly.
Why did they take so long to
deal with this "very small number
of people", and when they did

decide to deal with them, why was
it necessary to use bullets instead of
batons and teargas? And as to the
charge that this "very small number
of people" were out to "topple the
socialist system and subven the
People's Republic of China so as to
establish a capitalist republic" , isn't
Deng himself guilty of subversion
through his own flirtations with capitalism? To borrow from a Chinese
proverb, it was Deng himself who
pushed the capitalist worm into his
own politicaJ behind. What is he
complaining about now?
People like Abdul Rahim Karim
and Lee Shau Fah should read
"China: the Roots of Madness", a
cliaJogue between Mark Selden and
Kaganli Mitsuyuki. published in the
double issue of AMPO: Japan·
4sia Quarterly Review (Vol 20,
No 4 & Vol 21, No J). AMPO is a
radicaJ and progressive publication
and Mark Selden and Kagami have
written extensively on China and
are generally sympathetic to China,
the Chinese people and the Chinese
Revolution. Both of !hem have no
hesitation to term the June 4 incident as a "massacre". Selden calls it
"a massacre on a scale rare in live

media events", and Kagami says
that the Chinese state has committed "murder" and has massacred
"thousands of its own people".
The Selden-Kagami diaJogue has
come up with one of the most
cogent and rational analyses I have
read on the recent problems in
Chma. It does not minimise the
great significance of the Chinese
Revolution of 1949 and its enormous
achievements.
However,
neither does it pretend that there
have been no problems, contradictions and even serious mistakes
as some blinkered apologists would
like us to believe either by their
thunderous silence or through their
shallow contentions which amount
to an easy-oozy, wily wobble.
In his famous short story, "A
Madman's Diary", written in April
1918 , the great Chinese writer Lu
Hsun talks of "a place where for
four thousand years they have been
eating human flesh"- an allusion to
official oppression and bnt tality.
Perhaps, if Lu Hsun were alive
today, he might find it necessary to
add a few more years to that frightening record of four thousand
•
years?

The People's Horror
'Would it not be easier
.... for the Government
To dissolve the people
And elect another?'
Bt:RTHOLD BRECHT

w

hen the Chinese Communist Party came to power
in October I949 it prided
itself on being the 'party of the
people'. The country is called 'The
People's Republic of China'. Its
army 'The People's Liberation
Anny', its parliament 'The National
People's Congress', the party newspaper 'The People's Daily , the
party's ideology 'The People 's
Democratic Dictatorship', and the
favourite slogan of its police force

Why has China's human rights
record so long been glossed
over? Index's Asia specialist
LEK HOR TAN reviews the
history that led up to the
massacre in Tiananmen Square

is: 'the people's police love the
people, the people love the people's
police'.
In April, May and J une litis year
when millions of Chinese people
stood up in Peking's Tiananmen
Sq uare (Gate of Heavenly Peace),
and throughout the provinces,
demanding more freedom, more
democracy, an end to the party's
corruption and privileges, the party
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leaders reacted in the only way
they knew how: they unleashed the
whole weight of the ,party's apparatus of repression, using an
astonishing amount of force and
violence, intimidation and terror.

''

Chinese citizens
were asked to
inform on and to
denounce other
'counter·
revolutionary
elements'

''

This was to be followed by a
barrage of lies, double-speak and
crude propaganda in the statecontrolled
press
and
media.
According to the media, the
massacre by the army of a couple
of thousand or so of unarmed
students and workers ur the 'prodemocracy movement' in the early
hours of 4 June in Tiananmen
Square simply did not take place.
What hundreds of Chinese and
international journalists witnessed
in the square that day was just a
mirage.
In the official version of the
events, only a couple of hundred
people died that day , most of them
soldiers killed by the demonstrators. The party blamed the carnage
on 'a handful of counter-revolutionary elements, rufflaJls and
hoodlums who tried to overthrow
the party and the State'. The
party's rewriting of history was
immediate, cynical and in complete
contempt of what the Chinese
people and the rest of the world
thought. Chinese citizens were
asked to inform on and to denounce other 'counter-revolutionary
elements' among members of their
own families and neighbours who
had gone into hiding. The party' s
control over all facets of Chinese
life became total.
Is this the beginning of the end
for Communist rule in China? Or
was the '4 Ju ne 1989 incident' just
another aberration in the socialist
system as some friends of China
have already suggested? Judging
from other 'excesses' of Communist
rule in China over the past forty
years, it is most likely that the

''

Basic human
rights such as
&eedom of
expression,
assembly,
association and
demonstration
have always been
limited in China.

''

''

Chinese
inteUectuals see
themselves as a
distinct and
influential group
within their
Society. As such,
many of them
have become .....
alienated &om the
new order .....

''

party will survive the present crisis
as it has done in the past. Its leaders
are particularly adept at fmding
scapegoats for the 'party's shortcomings'. The disastrous Cultural
Revolution of the sixties (nearly
one million died) was blamed on
the so-called Gang of Four. The
fifth member of the Gang has been
hinted at but never officially
acknowledged, for it was Chairman
Mao himself - a taboo figure in the
party
mythology.
Will
the
massacres of Tiananmen Square in
June 1989 be blamed on another
'Gang of Four' or 'Gang of Elders'
as has already been suggested? WiiJ
the Gang include most of the
geriatric party leaders who should
have had the grace and decency to
retire years ago?
In retrospect, the pro-democracy
demonstrations in China this year
were to be expected. 1989 is a most
important year in modem Chinese
history. It is the 70th anniversary
of the first Chinese revolution the 'May 4 Movement' of 1919,
which sparked off the Chinese
nationalist struggle against foreign
aggression and domination, and
against the rule of the feudal
warlords. 1 October, 1989 is the
40th anniversary of the founding
of the People's Republic. And of
course this year marks the 200th
anniversary of the French Revolution and the Declaration of the
Rights of Man, which have inspired
the Chinese people's aspirations for
Liberty, Equality and Fraternity
and respect for human rights.

ll

What was remarkable about
China's 'pro-democracy movement'
in 1989 was the very good nature
and festive mood of the crowds in
Tiananmen Square. They captured
the imagination and sympathy of
people around the wodd; at times
the mood was reminiscent of the
Prague Spring, May 1968 in Paris
and America' Woodstock all rolled
into one. But as we now know , the
right comparison in the end was
Budapest 19~6 - except that this
time the tanks and the soldiers
were Chinese, killing their own
people in cold blood.
What was also remarkable about
the events was the modesty of the
demands made by the demonstrators: give us more freedom and
democracy ,
they
shouted, a
common enough aspiration for
decent people. The leaders of the
student bodies and workers organisations were sensible enough not to
be tempted to commit 'Lese-Parti:
as this would alienate most Chinese
people and amount to an act of
political suicide. The legitimacy of
the Communist Party's rule was
never challenged. The demonstrators genuinely believed they were
exercising their 'socialist democratic
rights' as guaranteed by the
country's Constitution.
Basic human rights such as
freedom of expression, assembly,
association and demonstration have
always been limited in China.
Under the People's Republic, they
are confined to the ideological
framework of the Communist
Party's 'socialist democracy' and
the Leninist principle of 'democratic centralism' (Article 3 of the
Constitution). The Party's Four
Basic Principles are sacred and not
to be challenged. They consist of
upholding the Party leadership,
Marxism-Leninism-Mao
Zedong
Thought, the People's Democratic
Dictatorship, and Socialism.
Over the past forty years
Chinese intellectuals in particular
have learned to accept this sacred
doctrine at great cost. But they
have also inherited the long
tradition of Chinese culture: the
conscience, duties and responsibilities of the literati when faced with
tyranny and injustice. Like their

counterparts in other countries,
Chinese intellectuals see themselves
as a distinct and mfluential group
within their societ}:. As such, many
of them have become as alienated
from the new order they enlhusia·
stically helped to build as they
were from the old order they had
helped to destroy, and have suffered inordinately from the violent
oscillation of party policy, which
has alternated capriciously between
violent repression on the one hand
and liberalisation and rehabilitation
on the other.
In 1957, for instance, there was
the officially sanctioned 'Hundred
Flowers Movemen t': 'let a hundred
flowers bloom , let a hundred
schools of thought contend'. Intellectuals were encouraged to criticise the party's shortcomings and to
make proposals for China's new cultural policy. Many appreciated and
made use of this opportunity.
Later, these incautious intellectuals
were thought to have 'gone too far'
in their suggestions and were seen
as a threat to the party. As a result
the party embarked on a clampdown - the so-called Anti-Rightist
Drive. Thousands of writers, artists,
mustc1ans and academics were
accused of being 'rightist ' and reactionary elements within the
party, and were sent to,prisons and
labour camps under the policy of
'rehabilitation through labour'.
Some of them were fmally rehabilitated only in the early 1980s,
including many who had died in the
camps and were only posthumously
rehabilitated.
In 1966, after a period of
relative liberalisation and relaxat·
ion, the 'Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution' began. Tt lasted ten
years. Millions of people became
the. targets of the hysterical Red
Guards. Thousands of intellectuals
were executed, driven to suicide, or
disgraced, humiliated and sent to
labou r camps for 're-education'
by the Red Guards. The Cultural
Revolution is now officially recognised as a tragic period of modern
Chinese history. The country was
plunged into bloody chaos, and for
ten years China's cultural, artistic,
intellectual and economic life came
to a virtual standstill.

.

''

Surely no one can
continue to treat
China in the same
'business as usual'
fashion now that
television cameras
have brought
home the true
horror .....

''

After the death of Chairman Mao
in 1976, the new leader Deng Xiaopirlg began his policy of Four Modemisations. These involved moder·
nisation of the economy, science and
technology, culture and the army.
At the end of 1978, the new leader
implicitly
encouraged
young
intellectuals to criticise the party's
past mistakes, especially those
made by the 'Gang of Four' as they
were about to be tried for treason
and counter-revolutionary activi·
ties. T he purpose of the trial and
the criticisms was to legitimise the
new rulers of China. The period
was known as the Peking Spring,
but it was shortlived. While groups
of innocent youths got all excited
by their newly-found freedom,
sticking dazibaos (wall posters) in
Xidan Square in Peldng and busying
with
producing
themselves
unofficial literary and cultural
magazines, the vast majority of
older Chinese intellectuals looked
on in stony silence, for they had aJ.
ready learned the costly lessons of
the party's sanctioned freedom of
the fifties and the sixties. The
clampdown on the Peking Spring
fmally came as expected, especially
when impudent youths such as
Wei Jingsheng dared to advocate
the creation of the ' Fifth Modernisation' (political democracy) and
argued forcefully that without it
the four other 'modernisations'
were bound to fail. Wei Jingsheng
got fifteen years for 'counterrevolutionary activities' and is now
languishing in Peking's Number One
Prison. Many others throughoul the
country were rounded up and sent

for 're-education through hard
labour'
to Qinghai ('China's
Siberia') in western China, an
area not dissimilar to the Sahara
desert, where the climate is known
for its boiling heat in summer and
freezing temperatures in winter.
ln 191:B, as the West began to
praise Deng Xiaoping's 'open door
policy', and to appreciate the investment opportunity and market
offered by a quarter of the world's
population (Deng even won the
accolade of being Time magazine's
Man of the Year in 1987), the
'Anti-Spiritual Pollution Campaign'
was launched for a brief period,
then was brought to a sudden halt.
At the beg~nning of 1987, another
campaign got underway: this time
the so-called Anti-Bourgeois Liberalism Campaign. What 'Bourgeois
Liberalism ' actually means has not
been clearly defmed by the party.
It refers vaguely to the kind of
evil influence believed to emanate
from the West in the form of liberal
values, pluralism in art and literature, individual rights and freedom,
and the rule of law.
Gross human rights violations in
China have been well known and
well documented by non-governmental human rights organisations
such as Amnesty International and
our own magazine Index on Censorship. But before the recent events
in Tiananmen Square, governments,
inter-governmental
organisations
such as the UN and the EEC, sinologists and journalists who called
themselves 'friends of China'
tended to treat China with a
deference not accorded to other
countries when It came to scrutinising their human rights performance. Unlike the So\'iet Union or
other East Europew countries,
China has rarely come in for pro·
tests from western go\·emments or
threats to use economic sancuons.
The recent expreSSion. from round
the world, of horror and condemnation at the Clunese government
is certainly to be welcomed. Surely
no one can conunue to treat China
in the same 'business as usual '
fashion now that televmon cameras
have brought home the true horror
committed b} the Chinese leaders
against their own people.
e
Source: Index on Censorship 8/89
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UPM RAGGING:
PUNISH THE GUILTY

I

was very sad to read the views of
"Pro lustice" of Penang and N.
Mahendran of Port Klang on the
expulsion of the three UPM students,
caught for ngging. The culprits have
done great wrong. firstly, to the victims
and secondly, to their paren ts. The
pranks they carried out on the freshies
were uncalled for. They should know
that they were sent to universities to
study and to be an asset to the country
and no t to be barbarians. What benefits
and pleasure have they derived from
ragging? They have only invited punish·
ment on themselves and have dug their
own graves. Pity their poor parents,
who struggled to give them a good
education.
Now, they are in the process of
appealing against their expulsion with
the services of our famous lawyer,
Karpal Singh. From the picture of the
culprits published in the New Straits
Times with Karpal Singh. their faces
clearly show that they are scamps of the
highest degree , and are unfit to be good
citizens.
1 hope the authorities concerned will
not let them off the hook. Stand by the
rules and be firm, I ask the Education
Minister. There should be no CJ<Cuses
that they are suffering from some
psychological problem. There should
also be no mention of the students being
"from one particular race". They arc
expelled, and that is it. Who asked for
trouble in the first place'?

FRANaS DANKER
Buuerwortlz

UPM RAGGING:
THE CULPRITS SHOW NO
REMORSE

A

fti!r all that has been said and
done in relation to the indecent
acts committed by the three
UPM students who were rightly expelled

recently, I am still somewhat appalled to
find that there are some vociferous
supporters of such vulgarity, as reported
in your Letters to the Editor (vol. 9 no.
8).
ln fact, the aud:~city of these
students in taking this shameful matter
to court and the way they were grinning
for press photographs, show that they
appear to have no remorse over their
horrible actions. l, for one, am not in the
least bit bothered about race as far as
crime is concerned. For t.he record, I'm a
Ceylonese, and even if they happen to be
my brothers or if one of them were my
husband, J would pray to the Almighty
to take me out o f this world imme·
diately, for I would not be able to
imagine sharing my life with such
dangerous lunatics who should never be
allowed to roam the streets, let alone the
narrow conf'mes of a university campus.

UTTERL > DIS(;USTED
Kuala Lumpur

~lCIPAL

POLITICS Vs
MAINSTREAM POLITICS
An Open-Letter to Mr Peter Chin
(Former MCA MP for lpoh)

I

wish to begin this letter with a
friendly note by thanking you for
your concern for the people or lpoh.
Your recent spate of press statements in
t.he Chinese Pre.ss attacking OAP MPs
and SA& for not doing their job is fair
comment, for they are elected by the
.People, and are, thus, answerable to
them.
Most of your attacks clearly show
your inability to comprehend the
essence of Jllllinstream politiC!> at federal
level, which you are supposed to be well
versed in. You, strayed into the area of
municipal politics which is, in fact, the
responsibility of Municipal Councillors.
Your main premise of attack was that
OAP's elected representatives were either
too stupid or too laZy to apply for funds
for small development projects. Is that all
you think an MP ~hould do? Don't you
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agree that MPs should concentrate on
legislation, human rights, changes in the
political structure of the nation and so
forth and not clearing of drains, getting
t.rishaw licences, cleaning dirty toilets,
clearing beehives and covering manholes?
Do you think that the Afghans who
fought the Soviets for more than 10
year~< did so because they could not
apply for loans for small development
projects from the Soviets or because the
Soviets failed to clear Afghan drains,
toilets, beehives, etc?
Do you think that the Tamil Tigers
in Sri Lanka are fighting because of
clogged drains, pol holes and the lack of
donations for Tamil schools?
I believe that you as a former MP,
can see that Mr P. Patto, the MP for
Ipoh, is doing what othe.r MPs should be
doing. H e has even been detained at
JCamunting for doing so. He was detained not because he failed to apply Cor
loans for small projects o r because he
was unable to clear drains, repair roads,
clean toilets, etc. He was detained
because he had spoken '~Sllinst the aU
powerful political Coalition - The
Barisan Nasional. At least you should
know the responsibility of a MP, a SA
and a Municipal Co uncillor. You seem to
think that municipal politics is mainstream politics. Thirty• two years after
Merdek.a, you are still emphasising the
importance of municipal politics, which
I think is shameful ~cause Malaysia bas
already pas.<~ed the stage of infrastructural development. You are not alone in
this confusion, for, I assure you. there
are many MPs who think like you. That
is why the Barisan Nasional government
can hoodwink u~ into swallowing the
need to have the OSA and ISA legislations. Sadly, until today, there are many
MPs who do not know the difference
between municipal politics and main·
stream politics.
Mr Peter Chin, I am not telling you
what you should or should not do. This
is undemocratic. Instead, as a former
MCA MP for Jpoh yo u should match
Lim Kit Siang o r P. Patto, issue by issue
(political), and sho uld you win, then you
can have my respect and my vote. In the . .
meantime, you are a man wen suited for
municipal politics. If you are standing as
a candidate in any MunicjpaJ Elections
(perhaps, in future we may have such
elections), you arc assured of my vote.
CHOOSING CHYE
Political Secretary toP. Patto,
MP for/poh.

SMALL CLAIMS COURTS
INEFFECTIVE?

T

he dissapolntment of "CLAIMS"
of PetaUng laya (STAR 21-9-89),
in descr ibing the small claims

courts as "impotent", should serve as an
eye-opener to the powers-that-be. Yet it
pales into insignificance when compared
with my experience .recently.
On Jan 12 this year, I summoned a
debtor to the local Small Claims Court
to recover a S400/- debt. The trial date
was set for Feb 21 ; but after five sittings
(th.rougb mention, postponements and
hearing), the case was transferred to the
lst Class Magistrate's Court on Sept 5
"on technical grounds".
One would have thought that the
very objective of instituting a small
claims court was to curb or reduce the
backlog or cases in our courts of law.
Moreover, these small claims courts are
empowered to hear cases involving up to

$3,000/·.
After mention in the latter Court on
Sept 13, 1 was asked by the Court
interpreter to ftle a new Statement of
Claim fo.r which 1 had to affix another
$40/- in uncancelled stamps. Originally,
with the Praecipe, l had already affixed
$10/- worth of stamps for the
Summons and another $1.50 as postage
for the Defendant's reply. Apparently,
more expenditure may be involved soon,
e..g. for filing subpoenas and deposits in·
Court for witnesses.
Is there not something wrong some·
where? How can aggrieved people like
me seek the redress of these courts when
we have no money to engage solicitors to
assist us? What more if claimants or
plaintiffs are less articulate or literate?
NG MOON LEONG

Penong

the DAP MPs who went to Kutunting in
their fight for democracy, freedom,
social justice and eqWility, gained
nothing for themselves. Wh.a t has
Opposition Leader Mr. Lim Kit Siang
gained foe him to receive that "special
treatment" from the Government? At
anytime in his political career, he could
have bec:omc a Minister or a milliorut.ire,
but he and his fellow DAP MPs prefer to
gain power in an honest and sincere
manner. I can only conclude that they
are really fit to be MPs. I do pray that
they will continue to be with us for a
long, long time.
Many of our MPs are without
integrity and honour, and use aU kinds
of politicaJ gimmicks and propaganda to
hoodwink us. Finally, our gene~al
election is just around the corner and
everybody who has the righ1 to vote
must come out and vote for candidates
who really deserve our support. We have
to consider carefuUy the candidates'
performance during their years in
J"arliament. In order to make a sensible
decision, we have to consider whether
the various parties can put forward a
sensible and credible plan for the future,
so that we can have a better place to live
in. We must vote for candidates who
have feelings for us, understand our
hopes, aspirations, fears and sufCering.
They must contribute to the improvement of the welfare and livelihood of
their oonstituents and they have to
sacrifice for the nation.
Some politicians in our country are
unworthy to represent us in Parliament.
They can promise anything during
election campaigns. They even promise
to build bridges where there arc no
rivers. If we vote for the wrong oandi·
dates, we will have to live witll the
oonsequences for the next five years.
Vote wisely and with care.

CHOOSE YOUR MPs
WISELY

A

the deep interiors -

a

I feel cheated of a holiday, of a
chance to share in the joy of such a
glorious occasion even though it may
only be via the live telecut on TV. I'm
sure many others feel the same way.
ln conclusion, I would like to remind
the 'h4Jher ups' tlut th~e are citi7ens
who PlY taxes, who have as many rights
as anybody else even though they may
live far from the mainstream of development. We have so little and yet the
Cabinet deprived us of the simple joy of
welcoming our new King.
DISGRUNTLED
Kuching

THE SMELL OF POWER

A

person who smells the power to
rule for too long will eventually
end up oonupt. The smell of
the power to rule inevitably dulls his
sensitivity to what is morally right or
wrong, and to what is legal or illegal
according to the spirit of the law.
Being unable to malce a conscientous
distinction between what is morally or
legaUy right o.r wrdng, that person must
necessarily indulge in a siruation which is
neither rigltt nor wrong; a state of
confusion which most democracies face
and which will ultimately bring about
the co!Japse of democracy.
.\IANFREO UM

Law Faculty
Unil•ersity of Malt.zY,a

LEE CllfN CHUAN

Kota Bahm

s a political observer who does

not belong to any political
party, I have never regarded
politics as the arena of morals. I regard
politics as the arena of interests. Politics
and the fate of mankind must be shaped
by men with ideas, greatness, integrity
and honour. Men who have these
qualities are fit for politics.
It has been said that success in
politics cannot be won without convic·
tion. It has also been said that there is
just one rule for politicians all over the
world. Don't say in Power what you
said when in Opposition. lf you do, you
would only have to carry out what
others have found to be impossible.
Our politicians are very much alike.
When they are in Opposition and when
they have won the hearts of voters, they
crawl their way into the ruling party,
bringing with them their so-called loyal
supporters.
Only a handful of our MPs are fit to
be called true politicians. For example,

do they have

diffe~ent king?

STAND UP AND BE
COUNTED

HE IS OUR KING, TOO!

A

her much preparation and
money spent, the 1501 SEA
Games is finally over. However,
Sarawalc wasn't even involved in the
torch-run.
As loyal citltens of the country, all
of us feel proud to have such a highly
qWilified King with a long and distinguished career behind him. However,
the day of the coronation the Cabinet
declared a public holiday for Kuala
Lumpur only.
The Cabinet is always paying lip
service to unity among Malaysians. The
role of the King as a unifying factor
shouldn't be belittled. Imagine the
citizens in the other states, those living
in the rural areas, in the long houses, en
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I

have been reading Aliran for more
than two years now. I am now 18
years of age. J am very grateful to
Aliran Monthly as it gives balanced and
neutral views on various issues. It has
hel ped form my opinion on certain
issues and expounds issues in ·a way the
government-controlled press does not. I
have disagreed with some Aliran article(·
and yet wanted to stand up and applaud
after .reading others, which I could have
written too if I had only bot.hered to
put pen to p~pe~.
l will be coming out into the world
after spending 12 years of my life behind
a school desk. However, the futuu in
Malaysia does not look bright for me or
my generation. Human rights in Malaysia is practically non-existent what with
laws like the 1SA. Ethnic relations, espe·
cially between the Chinese and the

Malays, have not improved after 32 yecus

of independence. How can it be improved? What with so<alled leaders
clwnpioning the rights of their own
race. Instead of the Chinese championing
Chinese issues, or the Malays championing Malay causes, Malaysians ought to be
championing Malaysian rights. I guess, as
long as the ~uling party runs the government on a coalition formed along racial
Jines, we wiD never be ' Bersatu' as Malaysians. Although 1 am just echoing
what has been written before in Aliran,
wrongs still need to be pointed out as
long as they exist. People sho111d speak
up against what they feel is wrong, for if
they keep silent it would mean they
support the wrongs being done.
Lastly, is it possible for me to join
Aliran? Also , do you know the addresses
of Amnesty International and Greenpeace as I (and many other Malaysians
too) am interested to know if we can
join them. Or does the government
forbid it?

LESLIELAU
lpoh
{The membership ofAliran is open to all
citizens of Malaysia who are above 21
years of age and really care about the
kind of society we live in.
The Secretary
AIiran
POBox 1049
10830 Penang
The government does not forbid
citizens from joining Amnesty International (AI). if you wish to become a
member of AI or subscribe to AI publications, please write to:

tidak sempat membaca Aliran ketuaran
pertama dan seterusnya akan k:ecewa
sedikit. Bagaimana ALIRAN melayani
citarasa pembaca itu?
Saya srorkan agar ALIRAN merekacipta satu pelekat (sticker) untuk menarik lebih ramai pembaca dan kepilkan
bersama pada kelua.r:u1 akan datang.
Mungidn kos ak.an meningkat tetapi
Aliran akan tetap menjadi pilihan ramai.
JJL

Kota Kinabalu

CONDOLENCES FROM CFM

T

he recent fire in Sekolah
Menengah
Agama
Taufiqiah
Khairiah AI-Halimia11, Pa.d ang
Lumat which claimed 27 young lives
greatly saddens us. Our .hearts go out to
the families who have been so suddenly
bereaved and the other young girls who
are recovering from injury and emotional trauma. We pray for God's consolation and grace on the families affected
in their hour of grief and pain.
We have sent telegrams to Yang
Berhormat the Menteri Besar of Kedah
and the Principal of the school requesting them to kindly convey our deepest
condolences to tlte bereaved families
and our warmest wishes to those recovering from injury and trauma.

GOHKEATPENG
Execucive Secre,tary
Christian Federation of Malaysia

Amnesty International
1 Easton Street
London WCJ X BDJ
United Kingdom
The Greenpeace address is not available, so"y - Editor/

ISLAMIC RESURGENCE OR
SUPERFIOAL OBSESSIONS?

A

FREE STICKER WITH
ALIRAN MONTHLY?
esungguhnya tidak st. ~.a saya
membeli majalah Aliran walaupun kulitnya tidak seindah majalah hiburan. Tetapi "don't judge a
book by its cover". Kandungannya yang
tidak terdapat dalam lain-lain majalah
adalah tarikan utamanya. Dengan kupasan isu-isu yang tepat dengan fakta.fakta
yang jitu dan gaya babasa yang senang
difahami, tidak keterlaluan bagi saya katakan Aliran Monthly adalah wadah
mereka yang dahagakan keadilan sejati.
Mungkin pembaca-pembaca yang

S

fter reading Dr Chandra's
article "The Law on Conversion" it bas become apparent
that certain circles are paying little res·
pect for religious freedom in this
cciuntry.
I feel that the steps taken by the
Selangor State Assembly are unjust and
unnecessary. Warn in this country is becoming a mockery, more so wl1en religious elites are not concerned about
arresting declining social valu~ and
ethics.
As a non-Muslim 1 feel that the
amendments passed by the Selangor
State Assembly (to alJow a non-Muslim
to convert to lslam without the consent
of his or her parents if he or she has
attained .majority status as defined by
the Syariab) are unjust and unnecessary.
As pointed out by Dr Chandra in his
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article, these amendments contravene
the Federal Constitution which specifies
that the religion of a person under the
age of 18 years is decided by his parents
or guardian.
From my own observation, there is
too much talk: on Islamic values and
Jslamic principles in our mass media but
J see veJ:y little of it beiJ18 really practised in real life. In almost every sphere
of our social life, we can discern a spiritual vacuum. The religious obsession
around us is superficial. Deep within us,
there is still a bruning passion for materialism and a cosy worldly life.
Ttonically
the
Selangor State
Assembly
which
passed
the
amendment, as part of a crusade to .
further entrench lsinn! in the State, bad
to finally secuch its own conscience to
come to terms with the actions of its
own chief executive.
As pointed by Dr. Chandra, Islam is
confronted with many social pmblems
within its own enclaves and it should rectify and clean them up before becoming
preoccupied with little issues like when
and how to convert others.
The image of Islam will not be enhanced by mere numerical superiority.
There should be a true spiritual resurgence withiri the social mind of the
community. Religion is not merely a list
of "do's and don't's".
There is a degree of religious
resurgence in certain circles but it has
not permeated" deep enough to enhance
tolerance, compassion and love towards
others. It is still, to a large extent, linked
with communalistic thinking and
dogmatic norms.
In a certain urban primary school in
Selangor, teachers caught a number of
pupils conversing in vulgar language.
After a thorough investigation, it became
evident that a number of these pupils
had been watching "blue films" over
video. One standard 4 girl lamented that
she had accidentally slotted in a tape
when her parents were out and she saw
what she should not have seen. The
majority of the pupils caught came from
Muslim homes.
In another primary school, a certain
group of Muslim children were belittling
children of other religions and urging
them to "masuk Melayu/lslam".
I do not know what is really
happening to society these days. On one
side, we can see decadence and on the
other, growing intolerance.
If adults do not endeavour to co.uect
themselves, but merely espouse norms, I
do not see how our children can grow up
as disciplined and cultured individuals.
The seeds of intolerance, communalism and even decadence have already
been woven into the fertile mind of the
younger generation through our actions
and misdeeds. We are perpetuating
.llypocrisy and double standards at
. almost all levels.
I hope our politicians, religious elites
and moral pundits address these

problems immed.iately, rather Ulan waste
their etiorts and thoughts in glorifying
some dead past. The strength of a
religion must be proven in practical
spiritual terms and not just in mere
:rhetoric.
If we allow comrnw1alism, religious
dogmatism, greed and egotism to
determine OUT soc.ial fabric it would ulti·
mately
undermine
our
spiritual
foundations and destroy the very order
that we are trying to create.

men, and especially the self-sernng,
would meekly go along with those in
authoritY and later cook up excuses to
hoodwink the people.
lf the UCSTAM and UCSCAM are
guilty of being rash, aren't those who
deliberately refused to record the views
of these committees guilty of mischief?
RA V!NDER SINGH

Sungei Peta11i

PRASAHUGAN

/poh

INVESTIGATE THE
ALORSETARTRAGEDY
NECC MINUTES: WHY THE
OMISSIONS?
t is easy to say that the United
Chinese School Teachers Association
of Malaysia (UCSTAM) and the United Chinese Schools Committees Association of Malaysia (UCSCAM) should
not have withdrawn £rom the NECC but
instead, resolved their differences £rom
within.
F:rom newspaper reports, it is
apparent that when the matters these
committees had raised in the committee
meetings of the NECC, were later found
not reported or minuted in the reports/
minutes of the NECC committee, the
UCSTAM and UCSCAM had tried to
solve the problem by pointing out the
omissions. It is only when they failed in
their efforts to get their views put on
record that they took the drastic step of
withdrawing from the NECC.
Those who have been quick to tick
off the UCSTAM and UCSCAM should
jnstead be asking why the views ·expressed by these committees were not
recorded in the ill'st place. The NECC
was set up to enable heart-to-heart talks
between its members representing
various political. social and ethnic
groups. It is important that all views,
including dissenting views, are correctly
recorded so that they can be taken into
account when drawing up the final
report. If such views are not recorded,
hlstory would simply have it that no
such views were ever put forward by
anyone.
Incidents like thls should be stopped
immed.iately. They only create suspicions about the motive of the NECC whether it is just another stage show to
serve the political expediencies of the
ruling party. Everyone has a right to be
unhappy and to express his frustrations
in a peaceful way. The UCSTAM and
UCSCAM bad tried to resolve the
p:roblem and failed. What else could they
do, except stand up and be counted
among the unhappy and frustrated. It
too~ . a lot of courage to do so. Lesser

I

A

nothet tragedy has struck us.
Thls time it involved the lives of
27 girls of a private religious
school near Alor Setar. The fact that
they were so young (between 13 and 16
years) affects us all the more. One
cannot be teminded of th~ death of
the 13 young children wJ1o died of food
poisoning in Perak (or have we forgotten
already?).
The irony of it all is that it happened
on the day when many Malaysians had
not even read or digested the alarming
findings of the RoyaJ Commission of
Inquiry of the Jetty Tragedy in
Butterworth. It looks as though tragedies
are becoming a way of life for Malaysians.
The government must act swiftly by
demanding greater accountability from
those entrusted with the responsibility
of public safety, whether they be in the
government or in the private sector. This
should not be interpreted as a call for a
wild witchhunt, but if the government
continues to neglect the safety of its
citizens it will ultimately lose the
public's confidence.
The recent call by Datuk Alex Lee to
government officers to put away their
'secrecy syndrome' is very pertinent and
timely. The govemment is to be COJlgiatulated for making public the findings of
the Royal Commission of Inquiry of the
Butterworth Jetty Tragedy. I sincerely
hope that the authorities concerned will
investigate the Alor Setar tragedy with
the same openess.
MARTIN JALLEH

I poll

The Penans were merely demanding
their rights and protecting their lands
from destruction by the chainsaws. They
we:re not taking anything from anybody.
Acting in the manner they did, the
authorities have shown that they have no
regard for the legitimate interests of
indigenous minority peoples. Their own
interests, guiscd under that of the
nation, takes precedence.
And yet , when t11e Penans act to
protect their genuine interests, it is they
who are commiting a criminal offence.
POASM therefore calls for the
immediate and unconditional release of
all those detained, and for all charges
against them to be dropped. POASM also
calls on the autJtO.cities concerned to
respect the rigl1ts of the indigenous
communities to their traditional lands.
BA H TONY

Pres1dem
Persatuan Orang Asli Semeltatrjmzg
Malaysia (POA SM)

PRINT MORE PAGES JN

BAHASA

L

et me b. cgin by saying that you
are doing a good job. r find some
of your articles info.cmative and
enlightening. I have some comments as
follows:
1. 1 agree with S.H. Yap's views. (Vol. 9
No. 9). I work with youths and
indeed, they are getting less and less
fluent with the English Language. It's
becoming more and more a language
for the elite in urban area:s. May I
suggest you p:rint mo.ce pages in
Bahasa, since to print totally in
Bahasa is out of the question at the
moment.
2. Please teU me and -the other readers
the constraints you face in printing a
magazine such as yours. Where do
you draw the line?
3. l' m glad to have read your quarterly
repott. There are many Sabahans and
Sarawakians who. I'm sure, didn 't
have a clear image of Aliran. What are
its 'Basic Principles'? I hope you will
print it soon.
4. 1 like Dr Chandra's poem 'Drop by
DrOi- on the erosion of justice. lt's
beantifully written and yet carries
such a grave message.
Keep up the good work.

RELEASE THE PENANS ;
THEY DID NO WRONG

P

OASM is sad that at least 87
Penans in Sarawak bave been
aJtested and detained for putting
up barricades in their 'adat' lands.
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SMALL FTSJJIN A SMALL POND

Sibu. Sarawak
{The constraints are space. finance
and a willing, courageous printer. The
Monthly was meant to be between 28
and 32 pagel to be sold at $1.00 a copy.
But we I!Ol·e coTzsistenrly exceeded this.

Most of the time. the Monthly has 40 or
more pages at no extra costs. In other
words, it costs more now to print the
Monthly in order to provide more
material cheaply [or our readers.
Though the Monthly is priced at
$1.00, we pay a commission of 35~ to
the distributors. This means. we receive
6.5 cents per copy for each Monthly y ou
buy off the streetsrand. And we get paid
only after three months. On top of that,
we have to absorb all unsold copies! It is
tough business! This is why, those of
you who care and appreciate what we
try to do, should not only subscribe to
the Monthly but should also persuade
others to do likewise. This would be
regarded by the t"ditorial Board as
service to the Malaysian nation.
The problems of the printer faced by
Aliran were highlighted in the A/iran
Monthly in April (Vol. 9 No. 4/1989).
Since then, we have yet another primer!
Many printers are scared to prinr the
Monthly because of pressure from the
authorities. 1f only the go1•ernment
would announce, "Go ahead and print
the A/iran Monthly, you need not fear
for your licence!··. it would not only
solve our problem, it would enhance the
gov.ernment's credibility.
The ''Basic Principles" outlines
A/iran 's philosophy and objectives and is
available to anyone on request. These
principles were published in the Monthly
in1986.
By the way, the poem you mention.
ed above is written by Cecil Rajendra,
under the title 'Muddied Justice' and
appears in Vol. 9No. 7/1989}
- Editor

provide food, shelter, security and other
basic necessities for their children.
Hence, it is all the more outrageous to
think that non-Muslim parents in
Selangor could be denied the right to
decide their children's religion. Any
sensible person will agree that parents
must be allowed to decide their
children's religion in order to maintain
peace and Jw:mony in a family.
This Bill may widen religious polarisat ion in schools in Selangor, not only
amongst pupils but also amongst
teacheu! What will a teacher do if a
parent of a non-Muslim pupil seeks his or
her advice o n how to prevent the pupil
from converting to Islam? If the teacher
were to encourage the pupil to convert
to Islam, the teacher could be accused of
teaching the pupil to go against his or
her parents. On the other hand,-if the
teacher were to discourage the pupil
from converting to Islam, the teacher
may be said to be 'tida.k setia' to the
Selangor State for a1..1:ing against its law.
As it is common knowledge that teachers
are responsible fm teaching not onlyacademic lessons but also moral vafues
t1tey would be in a severe dilemma in th~
face of such situations.
Those who blindly supported this
urueasonable and inhuman Bill should
be openly condemned for their immaturity and foolishness. For God's
sake, let Malaysians Jearn to respect each
and every race and religion in Malaysia.
The onJy way to settle this problem is to
repeal the particular clause that allows
non-Muslim childJen to convert to Islam
witltout the consent of their parents.
May wisdom and goodwill prevail!

GURU PELATm SETIA
Penang

TBESELANGORISLAMITC
BILL: A TEACHER'S
DILEMMA
ith due respect for the Islamic
religion and oUI Muslim
brothers in Malaysia, kindly
permit me to comment on the Islamic
Law Administration Bill (amendment)
which was passed in the Selangor State
Legislature on 19 JuJy 1989. As a future
teacher, I'm spiritually obliged to speak
up on this matter because it affects the
teaching profession too.
This Bill affects non-Muslims living
in Selangor. It makes it lawful to
convert non-Muslim clilldren to Islam
without the consent of their parents
when they attain puberty or at the age
15 years. This Bill will create t ension
and division within a non-Muslim family
if a clilld were to decide to convert to
Islam without the consent of his or her
parents. Tile paren1s wo11ld be upset and
other members of the family would be
confused and emotionally disturbed.
Parents are lega11y enforced to

W

If, at the moment of conversion to
Islam, a 'muallaf' whether male or
female, has any natural clilld who has
not attained the age of majority
according to ' 'Hukum Syara"
(Baligh), the child becomes converted
to Islam at the same moment.
Such an important enactment has
been passed in a very undemocratic
manner. We cannot understand how the
people we elected to represent us have
passed such a law totally ignoring the
rights, sentiments and beliefs of all
communjties. The amendments clearly
contravene the Federal Constitution's
Article II on freedom of Ieligion and
majority age of 18 years. It also goes
~ainst the universally accepted age of
21 years as the majority age. Even after
the bill was passed in the Selangor state
assembly, the elected representatives,
particularly those from the BN have
failed to convince the people or give any
satisfactory explanation for their acts. In
fact, the Government wanted the whole
issue, which affects the fundamental
righb of the people, to be swept under
the carpet as could be seen when it
warned. the mass media not to publish or
highlight any news concerning the issue.
These amendments may give rise to
the following repercussions:-

!. Dislw:mony and distrust developing
between Muslim and non-Muslim
comm unities in t1te country.
2. A situation where non-Muslim children are forcibly converted.
3. Family disunity arising from the
separation of new converts from the
rest of the family.
4. Frustration amongst the affected
community which could force them
to act in an undesirable manner.

N.MAHENDRAN
Port Klang

SELANGOR BILL
UNDEMOCRATIC AND
UNCONSTITUTIONAL

T

he Selangor State Assembly
amendments to the Islamic Law
Administration Act on 19th JuJy
1989 has sh.ocked and disturbed the
Malaysian public, particularly, the nonMuslim communities. ·
The Articles o n conversio n read as
follows:Article 67:
A person who is not a Muslim may
convert to Islam if he/she attained
the age of majority accoiding to
" Hukum Syara" (Baligh) and is of
sound mind.
"Hukum Syara" stipulates_the age of
majority for boys is 15 years old and
for girls, as soon as they experience
their first menstrual period.
Article 70:
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OPPOSITION SHOULD
COOPERATE

P

lease allow me to write a few
lines on the great debate on ·
whether or not the DAP should
work together with Parti Semangat
46 and PAS.
1n my opinion, all opposition parties
MUST work together to bring new and
drastic changes, favourable to the
millions of the have-nots. Please
remember 3/4 of our population are
have-nots.
We have already had 34 years of
experience with high taxes, oppression,
ISA, etc.
Please remember, oppression is worse
than murder (Quran 2:191 and 2:217).
Do not be wasteful because God AJ.
mighty hates the wasteful (6: 14J).

•Squanderers are friends of the devils and
the devils are doomed forever in hell
(17:27).
As for Isla m and the Islamic State,
there is nothing to fear. First, get Quran,
Tlr~ Final Scriptur~ by Dr R.ashad, read
it. Study it. Surely we do not need the
5quandering type of Islam pract~ by
certain quarters. Correct owselv~ Cant.
If, alter the coming general elections,
the incumbents still win, then all the
opposition parties (I.e. the DAP, PAS,
PSRM, Semangat '46, Berjasa, etc.)
would have to talce the blame, especially
their leaders.
ARIF
Penang

THE WAY TO lJNITY

R

aclaJ polarisation in our country
is increasing and I am sad to say
that th.is is happening because:

1. there is too much emphasis on Malay
dominance and "Keturunan" (racial
origin), and
2) there is too much emphasis on Wam.

As I see it, Malay dominance is unlslamic because Islam forbids dominance
among God's creatures. Constitutionally,
it is aoo wrong because there is nothing
in the Constitution which legitimises
Malay dominance. The colonialists totally ignored the Orang Asli and the natives
ot Sabah and Sarawak. It is rather
unfortunate that the Malays headed by
UMNO have now taken over the role of
the British by dominating almost everything in the country, especially after the
introduction of the NEP under the guise
of poverty eradication and restructuring
society. The aims are good but the
implementation is crooked. Unfortunately, non -Malay leaders within the
Government have found It fit to
condone the crooked implementation of
the NEP because they too have benefitted from it.
Malay dominance and "keturunan"
are emphasised by the only Malay-based
party, UMNO. PAS, HAMIM and PSRM
understand, to a certain extent, the
implications if too much emphuis is
placed on Malay dominance and
"keturunan". Malay dominance implies
that Malaysia is whoUy "owned" by the
Malays. It makes the non-Malays feel
that they are "5quatters" in Malaysia.
Row can UMNO talk of "Keturunan"
and "Melayu"? Don't the leaders in
UMNO know that the majority of
UMNO members are of imm.igxant origin.
For example, the UMNO President is a
product of Kerala, India. One minister
has Hindu blood in him as his paternal
grandfather was a Hindu and later
converted to Islam. So · in both cases
"keturunan" can't be "Melayu". There

are others in the same catego.ry as their
names indicate - Shaik, Syed, Shah,
Mydin etc.
As fm: Islam, let all concerned
practise and propagate Islam rationally.
As far as I know, there is only one type
of lsla:m based on the Holy Quran and
Hadith. In order to boost the image of
political ideologists, UMNO plays "oil
a.n d water don't mix" Islam while PAS
and HAMIM want Islamic laws for the
country.
Under UMNO's version of Islam, we
have in the Rukunegara, Belief in God,
and at the same time Islamic laws fox
offences like "khalwat". The latest stunt
by UMNO happened in Selangor when
the State Assembly passed a law on the
age limit of non-Muslims converting to
Wam. Tite MCA and the MJC supported
this Bill knowing very well that it
infringed upon the right to "freedom of
wonhip"
as
enshrined
in
the
Constitution.
Four or five states are going to push
the Khalwat Bill (which gives the
Religious Department the right to punish
both Muslims and non-Moslims) through.
If we want to show the world that
Malaysia is an Islamic State, we should
ban all vices in our countrY. Hypocrisy
in implementing Islamic laws is a sin in
itself.
Since UMNO wants to make the
Muslims in this countrY "free" from sins,
1 suggest that Muslims be banned f.rom
buying Empat Ekor, Social Welfare, Big
Sweep and Sabah lottery tickets. Stop
them from being agents of Toto and
Empat Ekor, ban them from entering
Turf Ollbs which would be consistent
with the practice at the Gentings Casino.
1 am sure Anwar Ibrahim - once the
"Ulamalc" of ABJM who was very
critical of the vices in the administration
then - will be able to help, as he had
promised the people that he would fight
the ills in the country through UMNO.
1 end my article by asking UMNO to
do away with Malay dominance and
"Keturunan" and practise Islam in a true
Islamic way, by accommodating all
religions in the country. If we practise
the above in all sincerity, there is no
need to have the slogan "BERSATU"
year in and year out.
ISMAIL HASH/!tf
Penang

CATEGORYBITEACHERS
DISCRIMINATED
he Cabinet has approved the
implementJtion of the two-tier
salary scheme for teachers which
has been backdated to January th.is year.
Category C2 with SPM/MCE whose
present maximum is $1,185 will be
upgraded to the 810 salary scale with a

T
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maximum of Sl ,390 if they have served
Cor 11 years and have attended a sixweek course approved by the Ministry.
The prerequUite of a Credit in Bahasa
Malay&ia at SPM level is being waived to
upgrade these C2 teachers to the 810
scale.
However, Category B1 teachers have
not been that lucky. Category Bl
teachers with LCE/SRP, who now
receive a maximum of $860, will only be
upgraded to the C8 scale with a max.imum or $1,185, if they have reached 50
yealS of age and have passed a special12
weeks long course. For those below 50
years of age, they must possess a Credit
in Bahasa Malayja at SPM level in order
to be upgraded to the C8 scale.
This is most unfair. Most oC these 81
teachers are in their late forties and early
fifties. Why sbouJd there be double
standards? After all, the Bl and C2
teachers are aU performing the same
duties and responsibilities in primary
schools. Therefore the impression
created here is that the B1 teachers are
not qualified to be promoted; but they
are expected to do the same job as a C2
teacher who has been upgraded to the
810 scale. Where pay is concerned the
81 teacher is not qualified, but where
work is concerned• he is definitely
qualified. If this is not a case of exploi·
tation, injustice and discrimination, then
it is de.rmltely a case of cruelty. The
11 ,000 B I teachers will surely become
Crustrated and resentful with their
dignity shattered. In the ~nd the pupils
will suffer.
The great majority of these 81
teachers were trained in the English,
Chinese and Tamil media. A very small
percentage of Bahasa tr2ined teachers are
still in this 81 group. Most of them hlld
been promoted to C2 since 1980, as
they possessed a Credit in Bahasa
Malaysia at SPM level. For your Ut!orma-.
tion, a Malay teacheu' union, the
KGGMB (UMNO base), is against us and
they are not in favom of upgrading us.
Their statements running us down
appeared in the NST about one or two
months ago. Another degrading statement was made on the 81 teachers in the
Utusan Malaysia on 17-7-89.
This looks like a case of political
sentiments and emotions overriding
j ustice and sympathy. Since the KGGMB
is a powerful UMNO pressure group, our
UMNO Government has no choice but to
respond to their emotions and sentiments. As a result, the '50 years of age'
policy is being directed at the 81
teachers. This is the one and only
'compromise' the Government can give
to the other teachers' unions. What a
let-down!
DISCRIMINATED
lpoh

cont. on p.23

POLITICS

AN UNEASY VICTORY
THE MIC PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION·
alaysians throughout the
country woke up on 16
October 1989 to ftnd their
world very much the same. Datuk
Seri S Samy Vellu was returned as
MIC President for a fourth consecutive three-year term, staving off a
determined challenge by Datuk S
Subramaniam, the party's Deputy
President.
With nearly 20,000 votes cast,
Datuk Seri Samy Vellu captured a
cool 59%. This was, nevertheless,
far short of the 90% he had brashly
predicted at the start of the campaign. Still, the victory by a 4,503
vote majority must have been extremely satisfying to the veteran
politician who was facing the stif.
fest test in his entire political career.
For his rival, the defeat must

M

The restlessness in the Indian
community had denied
Datuk Seri S. Samy Vellu
the massive support he
thought he enjoyed in the
MIC. The contest revealed
that Datuk S. Subramaniam
enjoys considerable support
in the party. ANIL NOEL
NETTO offers his views on the
most bitter presideo tial
election ever experienced by
theMIC.

have been difficult to swallow espe·
cially since he had burnt all his
bridges. 1n fact, he even refused to
accept the result claiming that he
had been robbed of victory through
electoral fraud. Observers believe

that his alliance with Mr M.G. Pandithan failed to draw the required
grassroots support which was vital
for victozy. Whether this had any·
thing to do w1th the earlier closure
of around 300 branches, which had
been declared defunct, remains un·
clear. Even in the Federal Territory ,
a reported stronghold of Datuk
Subramaniam, the challenger only
managed to secure 51% of the votes
cast. Elsewhere, except for Perlis
which only contributed 110 votes,
be fared much worse.
The outcome of the election is a
deathblow for Datuk Subramaniam
and his two allies Datuk K Pathrna·
naban and Mr Pandithan, as far as
their political prospects in the MIC
are concerned. Indeed, Datuk Seri
Samy Vellu was reported as saying
soon after the results were out,

Samy Vellu: Charisma won the day; Subramaniarn: Insufficient grassroots support.
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"There is no possibility of working
with him (Datuk Subramaniam).. .I
have to be frank about this, I do
not want to be a hypocrite." (The
Star, 16 Oct.) "They can do anything they like. I don't care for
them", he added. Just trying to be
magnanimous in victory , I suppose.
Hours later, he appeared in a
more conciliatory mood. "I don't
say there is no survival for Datuk
Subramaniam. There is, but only if
he divorces himself from Mr Pathmanaban and Mr Pandithan," he
was reported as saying. Obviously,
there is little likelihood of Mr Pandithan being readmitted. This marks
a total turn-around from the President's position in the clos1ng stages
of the campaign when he was going
all out to court Mr Pandithan ...or
was this a trick to confuse the voters? As for Datuk Pathmanaban,
he can expect to be increasingly
marginalised by the victor. His position as Deputy Minister will also be
in jeopardy at the General Election when he will be at the party's
mercy in their decision to select
candidates to contest in Parliamentary seats. Datuk Subramaniam
would be in a similar position although he remains Deputy President until the next party elections.

How far this had an impact on
the outcome remains unclear- but
the doubt lingers. Would the result
have been different if these branches had been allowed to cast their
votes? Many analysts have interpreted the closure of these branches as
a devious scheme by the party leadership to deprive Datuk Subramaniam of his base of support.

Road to Victory

3. The Mahathir Factor

What were the factors which Jed
toDatuk SeriSamy Vellu's triumph?
Although his victory was widely
expected, the campaign itself was
keenly fought from the start. As
the campaign progressed, it became
increasingly obvious that the 53year-old incumbent held the upper
hand.

One issue that was dominant
throughout the campaign was whether the winner would have a "senior" role in the Cabinet. Tt seems
that this position of seniority is
largely dependent on how close a
Minister is to the Prime Minister.
Datuk Subran1anian1 parried this
issue by asserting that he, too
would be able to work with Dr.
Mabathir if elected President.
However, the fact remains - and
this is common knowledge to all
Malaysians - that Datuk Seri Samy
Vellu enjoys exceptionally 'churnmy' relationship with the PM. This
contributed a great deal in enhancing the President's position in the
eyes of party members - for there
was a general impression that he
could "get things done".
Thus, Samy Vellu could claim "T
an1 the No. 4 man in the Cabinet,
but if Datuk Subramaniam comes

1. The Incumbent Advantage
ln any presidential election, the
incumbent enjoys the advantages
that go with such a position of authority - what the Americans refer
to as appearing "presidential".
Datuk Seri Samy Vellu, the master
politician played this role to perfection. He displayed concern over the
threat to party unity posed by
Datuk Subramaniam and company.
He castigated MlC members for
being slow to take up opportunities

available to them and for not appreciating the struggles of the party
leadership. He was able to portray
himself as a misunderstood leader he said strong leadership and discipline was necessary to put the MIC
in a better position to "fight" for
the community's right. This, he
claimed, was often mistaken for
"arrogance".
Many party members, especially
those in rural areas, would have
been taken in with such bravado. In
short, he portrayed himself as the
concerned guardian of the community. As President, he also had the
entire weight of the party "machinery" (a peculiar Barisan system of
bulldozing bulwarks of opposition
and dissatisfaction) behind him.

2. Closure of Branches and
Explusion of Members
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in, he will be No. 26." Apparently,
his seniority was reflected in his
ranking in the Prin1e Minister's delegation to China in 1987. The MlC
leader bragged that he even sat next
to Deng Xiaoping at formal functions - but the best was yet to
come. "And in the hotel: ' he added,
"my room was next to the Prime
Minister's." Vintage Sarny Vellu.
lndeed, that last statement speaks
volumes of the man and his style.
No further proof was needed to
show how close· he is to the Prime
Minister.
This close rapport with the PM
had its tangible benefits. "Development" was promised in the form
of a government pledge of $8 million for the Technical and Further
Education College in Seremban (an
MlC sponsored project). The fact
that the announcement of the fi.
nancial aid came so close to polling
day was deemed a 'coincidence' by
the PM. Some coincidence. On the
11.30 p.m. TV English bulletin on
the eve of polling, RTM carried
footage of the college in the process
of being constructed together with
news of the government's contribution. Like I said, it has its benefits.

4. Datuk Subra 's Perceived
Lack of Charisma
Whatever one may say about
Datuk Seri Samy Vellu, he certainly
has charisma. As this was more a
contest of personalities, charisma
was going to make a vital difference. The MIC President is a colourful and controversial character
with hjs direct - some say blunt
and high-handed
approach.
Against this, Datuk s·ubramaniam's
campaign was strangely subdued (or
so it seemed from the media coverage) and as such, he was not able
to capture the imagination of the
electorate.

5. Opponents on the Defensive
Whilst Datuk Samy Vellu skillfully countered all accusations
hurled at him especially in relation
to his "dictatorial" style, his opponent never managed to shrug off
the doubts cast over his alleged role
in the Nesa Cooperative's misma-

'

nagement which Jed to it being
placed under receivership.
Moreover, damaging insinuations
were cast over Mr Pandilhan engaging in caste politics. These were
aJso not decisively deaJt with by the
Subra camp. Valuable ground was
lost to the incumbent. For the most
part of the campaign , the MIC President had his rivals on the defensive.

Nomination Day

,

Nomination day on 1 October
1989, was a spectacle in itself. Disgraceful is not the word. Heated
words, kicks and punches were
trad!;!d - standard MIC fare. The
authorities, it seems, knew what to
expect - two platoons of the FRU,
a Light Strike Force and 30 policemen were on hand and these
were not there for mere decoration.
At one stage, police had to baton
charge the crowd.
Although many of Datuk Subramaniam's supporters were denied
entry into the nomination centre,
the "prodigaJ son", Mr V. Govindaraj was making his presence felt
and roaming around freely. This was
the same V. Govindaraj, the former
MlC Vice-President, who was expelled from the party in 1984 and
then went on to fom1 the Democratic Malaysian Indian Party which he
now heads; once Datuk Seri San1y
Vellu's arch-rival. he was now singing a different tune. "I love him
(Samy Vellu) mo~e than I love myself," said Govindaraj (NST, 3
October). Help us! Of course, Samy
Vellu was all too glad to have him
on his side.
Let us also not forget the fiasco
about the electoral rolls, which
were still not fmalised on nomination day. Nobody can blame the
candidates for getting aggravated
over this. The MJC, as a well established politicaJ party, should have
been more professional in handling
this and not left it until the last moment.

A Bitter Campaign
What made the campaign an incredibly fascinating affair was the
way It unfolded from day one. Not

A Personality Oash

contest. The Star, on polling day,
even had a sketch of the two contenders attired in boxers' garb, with
somewhat flattering body measurements, sandwiching a table headed
"TaJe of the Tape" (which provided
the candidates' credentials).
It soon became clear that the
thrust of Datuk Seri Samy Vellu's
campaign was that his opponent
lacked the necessary qualities to
lead the party. If Datuk Subranlanianl came into power, he claimed,
the MIC would lose all that it had
gained including its supposedly
"No. 4" position in terms of Cabinet ministerial "seniority" . He also
accused Datuk Subramaniam of
plotting with Tengku Razaleigh to
topple Dr Mahathir in the 1987
UMNO elections, a charge which
Tengku Razaleigh later denied.
Then, there was the crucial
"Pandithan factor". Datuk Seri
Samy Vellu repeatedly emphasised
that the expelled MIC leader had
more support than both Datuk
Subramaniam and Datuk Pathmanaban combined. Towards the closing stages of the campaign, it became apparent to all that the good
Datuk Seri was trying to lure Pandithan over to his camp by hinting
that he (Pandithan) could eventually succeed him as President if he
played his cards right. Now, wasn't
this the Samy Vellu who declared

The. campaign itself received extensive media attention. It would
not be an exaggeration to say that
it attracted almost as much excitement as a generaJ election. Unfortunately, the bone of contention
here was not substantive issues like
the TSA or matters of basic policy
such as priorities for development
for the poor and the underprivileged.
•
From the onset, this was more a
clash of contrasting personaJities
and styles with the eventuaJ winner
emerging as undisputed champion
of the commu nity. It is typicaJ of
the MaJaysian public to be captivated by such contests of personalities rather than issues, much like
they would be enthralled by a Mike
Tyson heavyweight bout. This was
evident from the portrayaJ by the
various media which played up the

Championing the rights of the
community: Appalling communal
politics.

since the UMNO elections in 1987
had there been such a divisive party
election. This was not a mobilisation of "people power", as Datuk
Subramaniam would have liked. Instead , the Malaysian public was
held spellbound by a dramatic display of power politics.
'Dramatic' is the keyword here,
for the campaign with ils cast of
heroes and villains, and laced with
acrimonious exchanges and scuffles
which were interspersed with moments of comic and farcical relief.
Of course, the climax to thjs saga
would see the two main characters
in a gladiatorial fight to the finish ,
reminiscent of a mythical duel between the forces of good and evil.
This aspect of the campaign
came into sharp focus with the distribution by the two camps of over
50,000 Deepavali (the festival
marking lhe triumph of light over
darkness) cards, and thousands of
telegrams and leaflets bearing portraits of the leaders and 'smalltime' poetry. Being the Minister for
Energy, Post and Telecommunications, Datuk Seri Sarny Vellu would
have been no stranger to the art of
communication while the rival faction were no amateurs in this game
either.
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that there would be no compromise
over discipline when Pandithan was
expelled from the MIC after staging
a hunger strike? (that coffin ought
to be placed in Muzium Negara for
posterity!).
Datuk Subramaniam, on the
other hand, seemed content with
accusing his rival of being "dicta·
torial" and "arrogant". There was
nothing exceptional about what the
MIC President had achieved. However, if Datuk Subramaniam had
any concrete policies or plans on
what he would do if he was elected
President, he did a good job of
keepjng it a secret. ln the en4, that
contributed to his downfall - for
no one really knew for sure how
Datuk Subramaniam was going to
be different, besides his promise to
aJiow more room for dissent in the
party, revive defunct branches and
readmit expelled members, presumably his supporters.

Allegations of Polling
lrregulari ties
ln the aftermath of the election,
Datuk Subramaniam refused to
concede defeat claiming that he had
been robbed of victory by procedural irregularities. His polling agent,
Datuk Pathmanaban said that he
had received more than 200 complaints from members on the conduct of polling. The MlC election
committee itself did not disclose
the number of complaints.
The complaints are believed to
include:
a) shortages of ballot papers.
b) switching of venues of polling
centres.
c) inaccurate electoral lists being
amended at the last moment.
d) candidates' agents being unable
to enter the polling centres.
e) voters at certain centres being required to vote in front of branch
chairmen.
f) balloting being held in the homes
of branch cbaim1en (who are mainly pro-the incwnbeni) instead of in
public places.
g) in more than I 00 branches,
ballots came in without Form A
(the verification form).

MlC Election Committee Chairman Tan Sri S.O.K. Ubaidulla, who
declared Datuk Seri Samy Vellu
winner, dismissed the complaints as
"minor" and having "no merit". He
said the election committee took
"the whol~ of last night (on polling
day) and three to four hours this
morning" to consider and deliberate on the complaints.
Each of the allegations listed
above, is serious. It is surprising
how the committee managed to
prove that all of them were without
merit after only one night of "deliberation". Was a thorough investi·
gation made into each complaint?
Did the committee have the benefit
of proper facts and figures and eyewitness accounts? More importantly, how independent was the committee in the fust place? These and
other questions remain unanswered.
The public was, instead, expected
to accept the committee's word
that the complaint had "no merit".
The MIC leadership should realise that if there is even the slightest
hint of impropriety or irregularity
in the conduct of the election, public confidence in the outcome of
the election would be undermined.
It appears that Datuk Subramaniam
has reasonable grounds to question
the validity of the results and this
he had already done. An independent investigation bas to be carried
out, failing which another messy
round of bitter court wrangles
would be likely.

What Next?
Datuk Seri Samy Vellu, like Dr
Mahathir in 1987, can be expected
to consolidate himself as supreme
party leader and undisputed "lord
protector" of the community.
Some kirid of purge will be carried
out to rid the party of ''troublemakers" and other elements of
dissent. What this election has
proved is that, while Datuk Seri
Samy Vellu continues to enjoy majority support within the party, a
large proportion of MIC members
are dissatisfied with his authoritarian style ofleadership- a style
which the President will carry on
employing with great vigour. However, because Datuk Subramaniam

enjoys considerable support (he
polled 36% of the votes), the President can ill-afford to cut him off
completely at this stage.
The Subramaniam Camp (Team
B, so to speak) is known to be
pro-Ba1isan. That could change
though, if they fmd their efforts to
maintain a stranglehold on their
power base thwarted. T11e Tengku
Razaleigh-led opposition front does
not have a solid ground of support
amongst the Indian Malaysian
community. It is, therefore, not inconceivable that subtle overtures or
"feelers" will be extended in the
next few weeks to find out the possibility of the losers working with
the so-called opposition front
which is now taking shape. This
would prove crucial especially in
constituencies where the Indian Malaysian community forms a significant proportion of the electorate.

Communalism Continues
Malaysian politics has always
had a communal twist to it. The
MlC party elections was nothing
but a process of electing a standard bearer for the community one who would, in the eventual
victor's words, be able to "fight for
the rights of the community."
It is a sad state we are in, when, af.
ter over 30 years of Merdeka, we
still have to "fight" for our rights in
such a blatantly communal fashion.
The entire charade of selecting the
party leader provided us with a microscopic insight into the workings
of our communal system of politics
- how emotions are whipped up,
how leaders are expected to champion the rights of their community
over the rights of other communities and how they eventually lead
their community into "battle".
For Malaysians who long for a
more sober, multi-ethnic approach
to national politics, and who are
Malaysians first and last, there
were moments during the campaign
when one couldn't help but laugh
and others when one felt like crying out of sheer frustration - for
in the end, nothing had really
changed. Datuk Seri Samy Vellu
and his relieved friends in the Barisan will see to that.
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school clcxk, Puan Sharidah and the
Senior Assistant, Encik Rosley Sidek
were hastily transferred out of SRKBL
to report to their new schools w.e.r.

16.10.1989.

PLAYING POLITICS
IN SCHOOL

A

s all year-end activities of schools
are centered around Prize-Giving
day, it was no exception t'or
SEKOLAH RENDAH KEBANGSAAN
BATIJ LANCHANG (SRK.BL), PULAU
PIN AN G.
Having earlier decided on inviting our
former Prime Minister, Tun Hussein Onn
to grace the function, and receiving a favourable reply, the school went "fuU·
steam aJ1ead" with the preparations.
According to some informed sources,
the authorities, particularly the Education Ministry, were very "UPSET" that a
man, known for his association with Sc·
mangat 46 and a defender of human
rights, should have been given the ho·
nour to "invade UMNO BARU's teuito·
ry" like schools.
In a move to jeopardize or disrupt
!he smooth running of the function. the

As if the damage was insufficient, the
Headmisness
was
instructed
and
"strongly assigned" to conduct inter·
views for young aspirants wishing to become temporary teachers. Her "special
assignment" removed her effectively
Crom her school for a period _of some 8
days until Oct 10, 1989, the eve of the
Prize-Giving day. the million-dollar
question here is: Where is the PRIORI·
TY? Should her school come f'ust during
a period of extreme shortage of assis·
tance as the case was in this instance or
that of playing "INTERROGATOR", a
role which could be assigned to any
UMNO Baru headmaster?
It is unjust to fully blame the AM for
the embara!.Sment that has arisen be·
cause it is common knowledge that
UMNO BARU is not stable and the
higher authorities can never tolerate our
former PM, Tun Hussein Onn for "trcs·
passing" UMNO Baru's 'hallowed
ground.
What is more annoying is that the
higher authorities arc even prepared to
put our pupils in a dilemma in order to
help a few individuals achieve their poli·
tical ambitions.
SI:.'MANGAT RAKYAT.
Penang.

CHOGM: CHAPS
HOLIDAYING ON
GOVERNMENT MONEY

T

he article by Ga.n .Teik Chee on
CHOGM was timely. Surely,
spl:L~ir@ over SlOO million for
the Commonwealth leaders is excessive,
to say the least. Or, have we misun<ler·
stood what the acronym CHOGM stands
for? Could it mean Chaps Holidaying
On G-overnment Money? That seems
more appropriate to me.

Dr. B. Gwwsekaran
Penang.

RRST COMMONWEALTH JUDGE SACKED
IN CENTURIES
an imporUM one 1111tonly for Malaysians md I~ bulk he
peopleeverywbrre."

MAYDAYFORJUSTICE
me

This book tells a story of destruction of the judicialindepc;ndence,
-.d of j\_ldtcs in a Corrunonwealth counby in disanay.
The vital principle o(the separation of powm W&$ cast ASide by 1M
.Execulive in Malaysia in 1988. Themus media was~ by
pelS laws, the opposition Jcader.s Jailed without 1rial, the Conslitution
amended to curb Judges, md in the political vacqum wbidt raulted
the JUchc:a&Jiid&elll the land -!he Lord Presidealof'lb& SupremeCourt
- wu SliCked.
'lbecyaical method uud toitismiSJihe judge aod two olber S!JPRmC
Courtjudgea•onpatenlly f~clwglli · constitUlc5 a e~UIWnary lale
fur the worlci The Tnbunal fcnmed for !he P\Jl11010 made a mockery
or the uistina laws .S lhe speed with which it was conducted wu
unbelievable. Malaysia WIS ODe or die few ~ counlries in
lhe Commonwealth which had a system of juslice tbat wa re~ed
everywhcze. Jn }988 it W&$ aJ.l bw destroyod.
The Ptesident of the New South Wales Court of A~. Jusacc
Midleal Kirby says in his Foreword to Ibis book, • .•. this book is

Callus for deliveryat your doorl
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MEDIA

TURNING ON THE
TELLY FOR A DOSE OF
AMERICA
Impact of U.S. Media on the Third World
Part II
ow, as in the past, the US
media is party to the
continuing efforts to discredit some Third World and other
leaders and states not so willing to
be subservient to the United States
and who oppose their policies, even
on such matters as those relating to
Palestine or nuclear armament. The
media has been known to be used
in attempts to destabilise many a
dissenting state in the Third World ,
sometimes in order to replace some
of their legitimately chosen leaders
wilh those who are more proAmerican. It appears as if America
is always quite desirous to see the
image of itself in as many Third
World countries as possible but
Cuba,
Vietnam, Chile, Iran,
Nicaragua and apparently Panama
too, have shown that it cannot have
its way all the time.
It is clear that the mainstream
American media is often guilty of
supporting and promoting certain
state policies and actions to maintain the political and economic
status quo. However, there are
other roles occasionally played by
the media which may have positive
impact on the Third World. Today,
there are a number of writers,
journalists, editon; and broadcasters wbo uphold more noble
values such as freedom, justice,

N

In this second part of a paper
by Prof. SYED RUSIN ALI of
Universiti Malaya , he speaks of
the problems faced by Thlrd
World nations who on the one
hand are starved for the
information and entertainment
offered by foreign media, and
on the other hand , strive for a
national cultural identity of
their own.
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independence and truth. These
values arc part of the American
revolutionary tradition, cherished
by America's founding fathers and
embodied in the US Constitution.
The true inheritors of these values
have been able, despite all kinds of
constraints, to produce some of the
highest standards of committed
journalism.
Just as an example, we can
quote the case of Joseph Pulitzer.
This great journaljst enunciated a
declaration of principle, which was
lashed to the masthead of the
newspaper associated with him. Il is
worthwhile reproducing here the
declaration: Always fight for
progress and reform , never tolerate
injustice or corruption, always fight
demagogues of all parties, never
belong to any party, always oppose
privileged classes and public
plunderers, never lack sympathy for
the poor, always remain devoted to
the · public welfare, never be
satisfied with simply printing the
news, always be drastically independent, never be afraid to attack
wrong either by predatory pluto·
cracy or predatory poverty·:
In the past, some Third World
leaders, including those who later
turned against American imperiaLism such as Ho Chi Minh, drew
inspiration from the American

1

JOUR~ALISM
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revolution in their own struggle
against colonialism and for independence. Some of them even
adapted certain basic democratic
the
aspirations contained in
American constitution to their own
struggles. Others. discovered other
revolutions and ideologies after
their
acquaintance with
the
American revolution and their
pursuit for more than just the
values that the American system
could provide.
Nowadays, most developing
Third World states tend to be
authoritarian. More often than not,
the media are controlled or owned
by the state, and function mainly
to legitimise the ruling elites.
Although often proclaimed to be
free , they are in reality stilled by
laws and regulations which make a
mockery of such proclamation.
Under such circumstances, il becomes most difficult, if not
hazardous, for writers· and journalists with these values to exercise
their rights md responsibilities. In
order to do so, they wquld have

little alternative but to be critical of
their own authoritarian states.
Inevitably, tl1ey would then have to
face the threatening consequences
for their actions.
A small breed of committed
writers, journalists and broadcasters
in America today have demonstrated courage and objectivity in
exposing all kinds of wrongdoing
perpetrated in their homeland and
other parts of the world. They do
so in a manner reflecting the spirit
of Pulitzer's declaration. They have
a great impact on the Third World,
not only for · their expose, but also
for their examples of courage,
dedication and excellence demonstrated in what they write and
report on. Their aclions are being
emulated to varying extents in the
Third World , but much more needs
to be done before they can have
much impact favourir1g progressive
social change.
At this point, l wish to express
rny profound admiration of very
courageous American journalists
who risk their lives m U1e most
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dangerous assignments. The reporting of the Vietnam War was a
watershed in the interna tional
community's perception of the
American Press. We were full of
admiration for their willingness to
risk their lives for the truth and to
defy their government to report it.
But that was an unpopular war.
Nevertheless, we still gel American
reporters willing to report on causes
unpopular in the US, such as
P.alesline and Nicaragua.

POLITICAL BIAS
Notwithstanding this, political
bias must affect reporting. In the
recent tragic events in Beijing, we
owed to the US television reporters
the coverage of the horrifying
events, and our hearts naturally
went out to those young people.
StiU the question has to be settled .
What did llappen at Tienanmen
Square? This is a large open space,
no forests , no tall buildings, no
cover. Yet there have been totally
contradictory versions. The US

media tell us that troops opened
fire on students, destroyed their
tents, crushed students sleepmg in
the tents, and that hundreds of
bodies were burnt by soldiers. The
Chinese Government in a diametri·
cally opposite version , claimed no
shots were fired in Tienanmen and
no students kilJed in the Square
itself. Should we assume the
Chinese arc lying? I believe an
independent investigation of the
reporting of this great historic
tragedy is called for.
We have been dealing mainly
with
matters
pertaining
to
economics and politics. What is the
impact of tJ1e American media in
the social and cultural spheres?
Here, the role of television seems to
be growing faster than the print
media. Whereas the latter is more
confmed to providing news and
reviews to be read, the former, in
addJtion , also provides various
types of entertainment and education to be viewed.
Television
technology
has
advanced
tremendously.
Live
broadcasts showing the latest events
in China or the final world cup
match in Europe can reach the
White House and a Kuala Lumpur
slum shack almost simultaneously.
Awareness of this technological
advancement alone can have a
modernising effect on sections of
people in the developing countries.
Such positive impacts may, of
course, be enhanced by different
types of high quality educational
and cultural programmes provided
via television.
But, on the other hand, television is increasingly run on a highly
commercial basis, particularly in
America. Most popular entertamment programmes are sponsored by
advertisers, namely big corporations
out to promote their own products
and images. Either subtly or crudely, these advertisers can determine
the type of programmes co be
popularised among the people.
Even children arc not spared.
There are several cartoon programmes actually atmcd to promote
the sales of different types of dolls.
As for the grown-ups, they often
slowly become addicted to different types of soap opera.

Being internationally syndicated
and part of the multinational
enterprise, most of the more
successful television programmes
produced and shown in America
sooner or later reach Third World
homes. More often than not, these
progran1mes are sponsored by
MNCs
involved
in aggressive
advertising. In some countries, the
choice of entertainment programmes to be shown on the screen
is largely determined by advertisers.
]Ionically, various brands of
American cigarettes, for example,
arc widely advertised through
sponsored programmes, while the
government is supposed to be
carrying
out
anti-smoking
campaigns.
Most programmes sponsored,
whether dramas or musicals, as well
as the advertisements themselves,
often reflect cultures, lifestyles,
values and tastes that are basically
Western or American. High status
or prestige is attributed to them.
Sometimes
these
dramas or
musicals and advertisements are
imitated or replicated in local
productions, not only in form, but
also in content. Most of the time ,
both the American and Americanised programmes tend to influence
large sections of the Third World
people of all strata and age groups.
Many of them do not seem to be
able to distinguish between modernization or westernization, and
between what can be enriching or
undermining to their own cultural
heritage.
The American media plays an
important role as exporter of
American cultural values. This is
the case of Gresham's Law, where
bad values drive out the good. The
violence and sexual obsessions of
the sub-culture of the entertainment industry is what is most
exportable. The developing societies are new to this and a great part
of the younger generation is
captured by the imaginary picture
of American society. Advertisers
amplify these values so that
ostentatious, high consuming and
individualistic
life
styles are
projected as desirable to the largely
rural population of the poor
cow1tries.
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The American media, furthermore, is a powerful vehicle for the
markctmg of American commodities and services competing directly
with
national
and
regional
publishers and writers. The brand
names of their multinationals are
household words. Poor people
direct their scanty incomes to
"Buy American".
Unfortunately, all these can have
far-reaching negative impacts on the
social and cultural development of
Third World countries. Most of
these countries were under colonial
rule. After achieving independence,
they strove towards development in
various fields, not only economic
and political, but also social and
cultural. One of the aims of this
development is to promote nationalcultural identity. Basically, this
should mean neither reviving old
and outdated culture nor perpetuating the
morally destructive
imperialist culture.
In the process of promoting
national-cultural
identity,
the
continuation of traditional forms,
but with new and progressive
content, is as important as imbibing
science and technology from the
West. The people in the Third
World should be free to determine
for themselves what is desirable or
ot11erwise for their own development and future. They will be able
to achieve this only if they can
liberate themselves from the ever
dominating
and
overwhelming
economic and political power of
the global capitalist centre.
At the same time, they have to
be always conscious of the inherent
danger of the American media.
Because of the power they wield,
the media can force whatever is
commercially profitable for them
upon most Third World countries
without due consideration of the
social and cultural costs that the
people in the developing countries
have to bear. When this happens,
the American media can easily be
accused of being socially and
culturaUy undermining or even
subversive to the Third World. At
that juncture, the impact of the
American media on the Third
World would be at its worst. It is
this that needs to be avoided.
0

ALTERNATIVES

THE MINAMATA
DECLARATION
AN ALLIANCE OF HOPE:
24th August 1989

T

he slogan at the beginning of
the 20th century was progress. The cry at the end of
the 20th century is survival. The
call for the next century is hope.
Impelled by that hope for the
future and with a keen sense of
urgency, we began our concluding
gathering of the People's Plan for
the 21st Century.
It is significant that we met in
Minamata, a place which symbolizes to all of us development at its
most murderous. As it did to the
people of Bhopal and Chernobyl, a
giant organization with advanced
science, technology and production
techniques condemned the people
of Minamata to fear , sickness and
death, and their beautiful bay to ir·
reparable damage. These three disasters - Minamata, Bhopal and
Chernobyl - can be taken as benchmarks of our time. At Minamata,
the industry of a capitalist country
poisoned its own citizens. At Bhopal, a U.S. multinational corporation poisoned people of the South.
At Chernobyl, a socialist government spilled radiation out over its
land and people, and beyond its borders to the whole world. There is
no need here to repeat the long and
mounting list of eco-catastrophes.
These three tell the story: there is
no place to hide.
· But these are not the only symbols of the disaster that 'progress'
has been. For the indigenous peoples, disaster came with confiscation and exploitation of their lands

The MINAMATA
DECLARATION produced

below was adopted by a
number of public interest
organizations in the Asia
Pacific region on 24 August
1989 at the end of a threeweek conference comprising
workshops, talks, concerts,
etc. Since "the Declaration has
some relevance to the struggle
for a more just, humane world,
we are bringing it to the notice
of our readers.
and resources, and destruction and
disruption of their way of life.
For women, development has
meant disempowerment of all
kinds. They have been marginalized
and subordinated by male religions,
male science and knowledge, and
male maldevelopment. The billion
dollar pornography and sex industry has reduced them to mere
cqmmodities. At the same time,
they continue to be subordinated
within their own homes.

''

we must fight not
only to restore the
sanctity of human
life, but of aU life

,,

2'l

For the poor of lhe Third World,
development has meant less and less
control over their own resources
and lives. Their struggle to survive
has become more difficult, their
existence has become precarious.
There has indeed been progress and
dev.elopment, but only for the few.
The rest are paying for this development by sacrificing their lives,
cullures, values.
Development and progress have
been disastrous because they are
based on an obsession with materialistic acquisition. Profit and power have emerged as the gods of
this development. The assumption
behind this development has been
that man is supreme, that he can
use and misuse Nature as he wishes.
Development has been a project to
conquer nature, rather than to live
in harmony with it.
Development has meant increasing centralization of power. The
more the word 'democracy' has
been used , the less has been its
practice. For indigenous people
and for minorities, democracy has
meant the tyranny of the majority.
For lhe poor in the Third World,
democracy has mean1 the rule of
the powerful, a very small elite.
Both development and democracy
have become dirty words for the
oppressed because, in reality, they
have come to mean impoverishment and disempowerment.
Development has also meant destruction of the rich values of diversity. n has destroyed people's crea-

tivity and capacities.
Decisions are made by fewer and
fewer. Economic decisions are
made by big conglomerates, poLitical decisions by the powerful in
our national capitals. or in the capitals of the big powers; the film and
televi~iuu iuuustry deciut: ..yhal t:lt·
tertainment is and who our heroes
are. Governments decide what kind
of education our children will have,
how many children we will have.
Some governments force us to have
abortions, while others forbid it.
Some even decide our religion.
Human bemgs become less powerful, less autonomous, less creative, less human. Small communities and even small and poor nations become less autonomous.
. They are subordinated by world
markets, World Bank policies, the
power games of world powers.
The gap between rich and poor,
North and South, has been increasing. ln the Jast two decades, more
wealth and resources have been extracted from the Third World than
in the entire previous century. The
coming decades are likely to witness moie rapid accumulation, concentration and cen lralization of
power in the North. Debt payments, profits, royalties, capital
flight, deterioration of the tenns. of
trade are among the mechanisms of
imperialist exploitation. Thls unjust, vulgar and ugly development
has also created a South in the
North, with the terrible living con.
ditions of Indigenous people, racial
minorities, migrant workers, and
the unemployed.
The 20th century has brought
us more, and more murderous, wars
than al any other time in history.
The technology of killing has advanced beyond the wildest irnaginali0ns of any previous era. The state,
which was supposed to be our great
protector, has turned out to be the
greate~t kiUcr, killing not only foreigners in wars, but also killing its
own citizens in unprecedented
numbers. The .20th century has
perpetuated and intensified the
practices of genocide, ethnocide,
ecocide and femicide. These practices have occurred in the name of
what we have called 'progress' and
'development.'

''

The ruling powers
maintain
themselves by
dividing the
people .... this we
must reject

''

All these force us to ask, is there
not something profoundly wrong
with our understanding of historical
progress? ls there not something
profoundly wrong witl1 our picture
of what to fight for? Is there not
something profoundly wrong with
our image of where to place our
hopes?
"Janakashaba," a word in the
Minamata dialect, became familiar
to all PP21 participants. J anakashaba means "a world standing not like
tllis". It is a beautiful word. At Minamata rallies a new song, "Janakashaba ba hosikayo" (we want Janakashaba) was sung.
. The Minarnata Gathering has
shown us that global conditions today have placed the people of the
world on a common ground with a
common fate for the first time in
history. lf we want to survive, live
together in dignity and in mutu.al
respect of our diversity without violating each other's autonomy and
right to self-determination, we need
Janakashaba wherever we are.
At this gathering, we talked
about our aspirations for Janakashaba. Our hope is not an empty one.
It is not a mirage. It is born in the
midst of injustices, vices and corruptions which make us cry and at
times make us despair. We discussed
the hope which inspires us to fight
injustices as well as social, human
and ecological decay. We asked ourselves whether there is a basis for
such hope.
Life and nature itself is being defiled, not only human beings. Now,
the sky, oceans, mountains, rivers, forests, plants, animals and all
other living beings are in crisis, their
very existe11ce threatened.
We clearly hear the voices ot
those closest to nature. We have
realized that we must fight not only
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to restore the sanctity of human
life , but of all life.
We were bom into a world divided into hostile groups. If we want
to survive collectively, then these
divisions must be overcome. We
have met in Minamata and found in
each other t11e wilJ to overcome the
structul:eS that divide u~.
Here, then is our assertion: the
2 I st Century must not be built by
these forces of degrMed development, but by the forces resisting it.
Only
, then is there hope. not otherWlSe.
This is precisely what is being
acted out before our eyes today by
millions of people in the AsiaPacific region. They do not accept
what has been foisted on them as
their fate, they are ready to take
the leap, and they are taking it. We
witness wave after wave of people's
movements, emerging, spreading,
defying state boundaries, complementing one another, and sharing
an increased sense of urgency fostered by new networks of communication. The major struggles of the
Korean, Phillipines, and Burmese
people have shown explosive power. Recently, we have witnessed
the rise of a new democratization
movement of the Chinese people.
The recent experience of glasnost has reaffirmed the continuing
universal relevance of participatory
democracy, undermined -the basis
for traditional anti-communism and
delegitimised the ideology of the
Cold War, thus creating new conditions conducive to people's struggles. However, perestJ:oika may weiJ
priortise econonlic competitiveness
at the expense of support for people's struggles for justice and democracy.
Be that as it may, the changes in
the socialist countries provide the
opportunity for new alliances with
our brothers and sisters in the socialist countries for overcoming the
East-West division and for working
to establish genuine democratic power worldwide.
ln these big countries and in
smaller ones, in every region, town,
and village, the people are on the
move. And tl1ey are aware of each
other as never before, looking after
each other, communicitting, joining

in unprecedented ways. AU of this
is new. It is the main force defining
our situation and the main reason
for this conference. Janakashaba is
the spirit of the people Jn our time.
This is why we do not hesitate, despite everything this century has
brought us, to declo.re that the 21st
century will be the century of
hope.
There is another reason for
hope. The present system has begun
to undermine itself by creating its
own contradictions: growth against
nature, militarism against need for
collective
security. uniformity
against cultural diversity, alienation
against human dignity, mindless
consumerism against humankind
aspiring to regain lost values, meaning and spirituality.
The economy has pushed itself
to such absurd limits that more and
more people are feeling alienated
and losl. All over the world, simultaneously, more and more people are searching for different ways
of living in harmony with one another and nature.
These contradictions are pushing forward new historical subjects,
from amongst the victims of the
global catastrophe, i.e. indigenous
peoples, women, the unemployed
and the self-employed in the socalled informal sector. Alienated
youth without much future, and
the concerned intelligentsia are also
joining the historical struggles of
the masses - peasants, workers, the
urban poor. The mushrooming of
people's movements is giving rise to
the hope that we can create a society where everyone can Jive with dignity.
New conditions support these aspirations. We have the knowledge,
and the technology. We also have
the grassroots organizations, peo:
pie's spirituality and values, re·
affirmed, rediscovered and newly
created m the struggle for survival
in the face of the collective suicide
imposed by the present pattern of
development.
The simultaneous emergence of
this global phenomenon has its own
commonalities: common interests,
common values and common
threats organically linking all op-~
pressed people and exploited

groups in the world. A new logic is
emerging agamst the logic of
growth, transnational companies
and elitist power. This is the true
'logic of the majority._' The 'majorty' here does not mean the majority
as measured in polls and elections,
but the global majonty, U1e most
o ppressed. It means that they must
have the prerogative, and this requires a new set of priorities based
on human values and in harmony
with nature, culture, gender, indi:
genous people and other ethnic
groups.
A new internationalism is being
born out of these local, national,
regional popular struggles confronting common enemies. These new
movements arc growing up within
the context o f a peculiar contradiction involving the role of the state.
Our region is being organized by
transnational capital, which is
bringing together far-flung and heterogeneous areas and peoples into
an integrated , hierarchical division
of labor, in which peasants, workers, mdigenous peoples and women are subordinated. States are
vigorously promoting this, as the
agencies which mediate the entry of
transnational capital within their
national boundaries. At the same
time, transnationalization of the
economy undermines the basis of
the state . This places its claim to sovereignty and its pretence as protector into question, thus weakening its legitimacy. and creating new
opportunities for the people to intervene. The state seeks to protect
itself through intensification of repression and violence, as we see today in many countries, or, as in the
case o f Japan, intensification of the
attempt to implant statist ideology
into the minds of the people.
ln this same process, the engine
of development has overheated in
Japan and is running wildly out of
control , producing a saturation
economy. Japanese work intensely
in heavily managed situations in
which they are virtually powerless.
The Japanese economy does not
empower its citizens, but rather
seeks to make them powerless and
fragmented. Asld it has also reprodtaced within its boundaries a
'North' and a 'South.' The 'South'
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includes millions of poorly paid
women part-timers, contract work·
ers, day laborers, and increasingly,
guest workers from South and
Southeast Asia as well as farmers
who are rapidly being marginalized.
One of the words which has
been stolen from the people and
corrupted is the word
"democracy."
Originally,
democracy
meant the autonomy, the selfdeterminationt the empowerment
of the people. To many people in
the Third World, however, it has
come to be the label for a facade of
"civilian government," disguising
state terror and repression in a ploy
to claim legitimacy for the state to
serve the interests of the pqwerful.
For indigenous peoples and other
minorities, democracy has been the
ideology of "majority rule" that
has defmed them as "minorities"
who could be legitimately ignored.
On the other hand, democracy is
something millions of people in the
Asia-Pacific region are fighting and
dying for. We need to retrieve it to
serve the people's struggle. We must
begin with the premise that the
state, and the institutions that
it pretends constitute 'democracy,'
cannot be relied upon to bring us
peace, justice, secure and dignified
life, or an end to ecological destruction. Only the people's movements
themselves, independent and auto·
nomous, c11n do this. And here we
emphasize that we are talking about
a democracy that honors the
human rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous peoples and
other minorities.
At the same time, democracy
can no longer be achieved within
the hmits of the state. Today, the
lives of millions of people are
being controlled, shattered, deformed and destroyed by decisions
made outside their communities,
even outside their countries. These
decisions are made by foreign go·
vernments, by transnational cor·
porations, by agencies such as the
IMF, the World Bank and big power
summits.
Hence, we declare that all
people, especially the oppressed
people, have a natural and universal
right to criticize, oppose, or prevent
the implementation of decisions

affecting their lives, no matter
where those decisions are made. We
declare that this right, as a people's
right, is more fundamental than any
artificial law or institution established by the state. We declare
tliat this right means the right of
the people to cross all borders, national and social, to carry their
struggle to the exact sources of po- ·
wer seeking to dominate or destroy
them.
We need to make clear that this .
right must never be interpreted as
justifying the actions of the powerful crossing borders to oppress, exploit and dispossess the people. On
the contrary, we are asserting that
the people have a right to counter
these interventions which are going
on all the time.
We recognize that the struggles
of subjugated peoples for
selfdetermination, independence, and
ro establish their own governments,
or of people to change or improve
their governments, are crucial. At
the same time, we believe that, in
the long-term, it is the trans-border
political actions of the people, marginalizing stales and countering the
power of international capital, that
will produce the 21st century that
we bope for.
We bave no illusions about the
present condition of the peoples of
the Asia-Pacific region. The ruling
powers maintain themselves by dividing the people and encouraging
hostility among them. The rulers
not only seek to rule us, but also to
manage our mutual relations, depriving us of our right to do this for
ourselves. This we must reject and
overcome. Trans-border political action, support and solidarity campaigns across borders will gradually
develop a new "people", that tran•
scends existing divisions, especially
between people living in the North
and South.
This is not utopian: the actions
we describe are actually going on aH
over the Asia-Pacific region, and aJJ
over the world. What we assert is
that these trans-border actions are
not merely the proper responses of
the people to desperate situations. Taken together, they amount
to the people collectively making
their own '21st century.

They are not marching
if they can help it

they stand at ease
and above all
tbey obey their own high command
and mind their ov.tn business
no matter /zow srnall
But one day
someone will call
" .. . SHUN!"
and they will spring to attention
and die .. .
By the Wa}
I have forgotten to menrion
their names
sorry if lam spoiling tlze [ttn
I was speaking ofy ou and I
WALTER ADAMSON
Peace Studies 85/86
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KEADILAN

O~ang·

Orang
Miskin
oleh W. S. KENDRA

Orang-orang miskin di jalan,
yang tinggal di dalam selokan,
yang kalalt di dalam pergelt4tan,
yang diledek oleh impian,
janganlah mereka ditinggalkan.
Angin membawa bau. baju mereka.
Rambut mereka melekat di bulan purnama.
Wanita-wanita bunting berbaris di cakrawala,
mengandung buah jalan raja.
Orang-orang miskin. Orang-orang berdosa.
Bayi gelap dalam Batin. Rumput dan lumut jalan raya.
Tak bisa kamu abaikan.
Bila kamu remehkan mereka,
di jalan kamu akan diburu bayangan.
Tidurmu akan penuh igauan,
dan bahasa anak-anakmu sukar kamu terka.
]angan kamu bilang negara ini kaya
kerana orang-orang miskin berkembang di kota dan di desa.
]angan bilang dirimu kaya
hila tetanggamu memakarl bangkai kucingnya.
Lambang negara itti mestinya trompah dan blacu.
Dan perlu dit4Sulkan agar ketemu presiden tak perlu berdasi seperti di Belanda.
Dan ten tara di jalan jangan bebas memukul mahasiswa.
Orang-orang miski11 di jalan
masuk ke dalam triur malammu.
Perempuan-perempuan bunga raya
menyuapi putra-putramu.
Tangan-tanJ?an kotor dari jalanan
meraba-raba kaca jendelamu.
Mereka tak bisa kamu hindarkan.
]umlah mereka tak bisa kamu mistik jadi nol.
Mereka akan menjadi pertanyaan
yang mencegat ideologimu.
Cigi mereka yang kuning
akan meringis di muka agamamu.
Kuman-kuman sipilis dan t.b.c.·dari gang-gang gelap
akan hinggap di gorden kepresidenan
dan buku programma gedung kesenian.
Orang-orang miskin berbaris sepanjang sejarah
bagai udara panas yang selalu ada,
bagai gerimis yang selalu membayang.
Orang-orang miskin mlmgangkat pisau-pisau
tertuju ke dada kita,
atau ke dada tr}ereka sendiri.
0, kenangkanlah:
Orang-orang miskin
juga berasal dari kemah Ibrahim
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ELECTION COMMISSION -EXPLAIN THIS! (Continued from back page.)
N o. K, P.

.

Nama

0000259 A Hamid B Md Tahir JMF
0000259 Clk M Yusoff B Ahmad
0000391 Othman B Ahmad JMF
0000391 Ho Kean cneong
0000406 Dagang B Maon
0000406 Halrudln B Satlr JMF
0000412 Abd Samad B Kasslm
0000412 Shahrudin B Jaffar JMF
0000417 Bu)ang B Abdullah
0000417 SJopolah B HI Mansor JMF
0000423 Rahman Bt Sedlk
0000423 Md Ruban! B Mahmood JMF
0000433 HJ Ibrahim & omar
0000433 Kasnin B Sunglp JMF
0000437 Michel Dawson/D Peter
0000437 Zakaria B Talib JMF
0000440 Noraini Bt Abdullah
0000440 Anmaq Katran B Sawl JMF
0000453 Hashim a Manaf JMF
0000453 Zahrah Bt Ahmad
0000455 Tan Yok Meng
0000455 Mohd Khlr B H) Hassan
0000471 Hajah Safiah Bt W Hltam
0000471 Md Rahman a Sarlo JMF
0000475 Hashimah at Ismail
0000475 Mlsron a Mohldln JMF
0000478 C8ndaswamy S/0 Murugaesu
0000478 Abd Razak B Ab Ganl JMF
0000481 Soblrln B Sumadl JMF
0000481 Tan Men9 Klew
0000501 A Thambyayah
0000501 Thambyayah s;o Arunasalam
0001174 Yeo Huee Eng
0001174 Heng Gee Him
0001205 Sarlah Bt Stemln
0001205 LOW Sang Aik
0002106 Mohd Dlnniah at HI Yusot
0002106 Pan Ah Sum
0002412 Tan Tecl< Klang
0002412 n Kee
0002538 Tay soon Wah
0002538 Rozalne Bin Jantan
0002839 Hee Ah Joo
0002839 Tan Con Peng
0004361 Syed Abd Rahman B Syed Mohd
0004361 S ADd Rahman B Ahmad
0005110 Lon Heong
0005110 Lon Yong
0005374 Kong Chul voon
0005374 Shamsudin B Abdul Rahman
0006841 Ramlah Bt Baslr
0006841 Roviyah Blnte Abd Ghani
0007667 Md Tallb BAll
0007667 Md Tahrlm B Mat Rahim
0008187 Samlnah Bte Sahar
0008187 Hussein B Mohamed
0008376 Song Sing Chong
0008376 Soong Sing King
0009222 A b dullah B Mohd All
oooil222 Mohamed B Basrom
0011033 Latlffan at Awang
0011033 Latlffah Bt Awang
0013587 Lim Koon Pew
0013587 Tan Keu Tee
0016494 Che Kim Ching
0016494 Chew Vee
0016739 Nick Yaacob B B A Bal<ar
0016739 Hameed S/0 Sultan
0017776 Kemin a Jahl Yusor
0017776 Saerah Bt Kemln
0023200 ADd Rahman B Jaafar
0023200 Othman a Rtdzwan
0069202 Chua Slew Leng
0069292 Kamarlah at Sanan
0072704 Ong Kau Chal
0072704 Wong Chan seng
0078403 Asian Bt Marof

Ala mat

N o. rumah

Barel< TSN Jln. Trus
Polls Oepo
lbu Pejabat TSN
Jln Pahang
Jln Kellcap Larkin Jaya
Barel< TSN Jln, Trus
Jalan Mahmoodlah
Barel< TSN Jln Trus
Jln Merdeka
I bu Pejabat TSN
Jln Stulang Baru
Barel< TSN Jln. Trus
Jalan sentosa
Jatan Abdullah lbranlm
Jjn Temenggong Al'lmad
Barel< TSN Jln. Trus
Jalan sentosa
lbu Pe)abat TSN
lbu Pe]abat TSN
Jln Dato Sulalman
Jalan Storey
Jalan Trus
Jln Abd Samad
Barel< TSN Jln. Salim
Jalan Senyom
Barel< TSN Jln. Salim
Jalan Ngee Heng
Barel< T5N, Jln. Salim
Barel< TSN Jln. Trus
Jalan Trus
J ln Temenggong Ahmad
Jln Dapat
Jalan Lumba Kuda
Jalan Tun Abdul Razal<
Jln Stulang Baru
Jalan Kebun Ten
Jln senang Kg MIY Majedee
Jalan Trus
Jalan Ah Fool<
Jalan Segget
J/Beringln Tmn Kebun Ten
Jln Kenarl Larkin jay a
Jalan Kebun Ten
Jatan Kebun Ten
Jln Tempua Larkin Jaya
Jalan Dato Hasan
Jalan Sekolan Arab
Jalan Alimat
Jalan Lencnana Kg Kurnia
Jatan Salim
Kg Dato HI Othman Saat
Kg Metayu Majedee
Jln Kolam Air
Jln Tebrau
Kg Melayu Milledee
Jln Tel<ukor Larkin Jaya
Jalan Trus
Jalan Trus
Lrg Aman
Lrg Aman
Polls Depo
Polls Oepo
Jln Usaha
Jln Kebun Ten Lama
Jalan Trus
Jalan Trus
Tmn Larkin 12
Jln Kebun Ten Lama
Jln Utama Kg Miy Majedee
Jln Utama Kg Mly Maledee
Jalan Sel<olah Arab
Jalan Trus
Jln Dato sutalman
Polls Ocpo
Jalan Dapat
Jln Landak
Kg Melayu Maiedee
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Daerah m engundi

71
22 BRK 9
JKR 425
6
1
JKR 414
14
JKR 414
77
JKR 425
JKR 421-10
ll·LG·2·B
JKR 425
1480
JKR 414
2-LG-1
JKR 425
JKR 425
116
42
414
7
JKR 414
58
JKR 414
160
JKR 414
JKR 414
118
1430
22·A
15
7
1
49
7
60
26

.

141
41
48
92
6
1997
10N 5
10 N 5
9
10
2988
15
JKR 2892
7A
10
6
31

31
21
3
1370 BRK P
A4JKR 4527
14
66
66
12
25
32
32
10

•

12
151
CTKT 8 9
28
36
4

Ayer Molek
Bul<lt Senyum
Kampung Pahang
Kampung Pahang
Larkin Jay a
Ayer Molek
Gertak Merah
Ayer Molek
Kg Melayu Majedee I
Kampung Pahang
Kg Melayu Ma)edee II
Ayer Molek
Larkin
Kampung Pahang
Yanya Awal
Ayer Molek
Larkin
Kampung Pahang
Kampung Pahang
Abad Jaya
Lumba Kuda
Bandar
Kampong Bahru
Ayer Malek
Kampong Nadl Hana
Ayer Molek
Ayer Molek
Ayer Motel<
Ayer Molek
Kampung Pahang
Yahya Awal
Kampong Bahru
Lumba KUda
Ngee Heng
Stulang Baru
Taman Kebun Ten
Kg Melayu Majedee I I
Kampung Pahang
aandar
Bandar
Taman Kebun Ten
Larkin Jaya
Taman Kebun Ten
Taman Kebun Ten
Larkin Jaya
Ngee Heng
Kampong Wadi Hana
Kampong Wadi Hana
Taman MaJedee
Kampung Pahang
Belantlk
Kg Melayu Maiedee I
Nong Chll<
auklt Senyum
Kg Metayu Majedee I
Larkin Jaya
KampiUlg Pahang
Bandar
Kg Melayu Ma]edee I
Kg Melayu Ma)edee I
Bul<it Senyum
BUI<It senyum
Abad Jaya
Kebun Teh
Kampung Pahang
Kampung Pahang
Larkin
Kebun Ten
Stutang Baru
Stulang saru
Kampong Wadi Hana
Ayer Molek
Abad Jay a
Buklt Senyum
Gertal< Merah
Abad Jaya
Kg Me tayu Majedee I

,

Bi l.
1992
455
62
482
2985
2032
661
2034
1374
69
2991
2038
1962
101
753
2044
1963
80
82
3021
1511
1504
2
1861
1335
1862
1506
1863
2049
810
754
526
493
362
1982
2371
30
822
4
1050
863
417
2375
2374
3278
256
959
2826
1619
608
140
2845
788
182
2852
2361
875
1532
2389
2390
466
467
556
135
902
903
1031
160
161
162
980
2199
3059
492
284
757
2 8 99

Jan
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
p
L
L
L
L
L
p
L
L
p
p
L
p
L
p
L
L
L
L
p
L
L
p
L
p
L
L
p
L
p
L
L
L
L
L
L
p
L
p
L
p
p
L
L
p
L
L
L
L
L
p
p
L
p
p
p
L
L
L
p

L
L
p
p
L
L
p

1

r

0078403
0674960
0674960
0675231
0675231
0675370
0675370
0676606
0676606
0677283
0677283
0677656
0677656
0677815
0677815
0679859
0679859
0679853
0680443
0683999
0683999
0684044
0684044
0684941
0684941
0685065
0685065
0685390
0685390
0685478
0685478
0685976
0685976
0686765
0686765
0687409
0687409
0688065
0688065
0729762
0729762
0744625
0744625
0746414
0746414
1240383
1240383
1334564
1334564
1565406
1565406
1565929
1565929
1567456
1567456
1583424
1583424
1809117
1809117
1870632
1870632
1889587
1889587
1925568
1925568
1996666
1996666
2304235
2304235
2308510
2308510
2309960
2309960
2310228
2310228
2738270
2738270
2812400
2812400
2820280
2820280

Amnan Bt Mare
Eng Nlaw LOW
Low Chee Hong
Fat1mah Bt Saudi
Fatlmah Bt Saudi
Kati)ah Bt Oaud
Hasnah Bt Salim
RaJa Fsah Bt Tabu
Kannan S/o Loganathan
Fatlmah Bt Jaafar
Zilrlyan Bt Buntek
Sharlfah Rahmah Bt Hassan
All B Hassan
Hassan B Akll
Chew Ah Nai
Sanlah Bt Sulaiman
Tay Bo on Kee
Oaslmah Bt Masri
oas1mah Bt MasT!
Chat Thung Teo
Tan Sock Khln
Yong Ah Tee
Rahman Bin Ehsan
ParidathY 0 / 0 Kroshnan
Bong Ltan Ho
Mansor B Ahmad
Zabedah Bt Abdullah
Kamarfah Bt Ismail
Tan Sao Moy
Wong soon Sel
Husslne 8 Abd Manar
Kandasamy S/o Venkatachalam
Kandasamy S/ o Venkatachalam
Tan Sat Tlang
Chung Meng Si n
Haron B Gambor
Mohd Vusof 8 Gembor
Wong Suilng
Kamarlah Bt Hasan
Mansur B Abas
Masud 8 Abas
Ramlah 8t Omar
Ramlah Bt Omar
Tay Kim Choo
Khaw Th1am sen9
Sang Lew Tat "' Lui Ah Tack
Lui Ah Teck
Sofiah Bt Che May
Soplah Bl Che May
Mulani 13 Buang
Maulani B Buang
Farldah Bt sernood
Hawa 61 Mohamed
Saedah Bl Abdul Rahman
Saedah Bt Hi Abd Rahman
Mohl B HI Bajurl
Mohyi @ Mohl Bin Hj Bajurl
Jawiah Bt HJ Ibrahim
Zawiah Bt HJ Ibrahim
Sampuranam 0/o Subramanlam
Aminah Bt Rahmat
Sharipah Bt Wahld
Sharlfah 14? Zainab Bt Wahid
Fauziah Bt Musa Jln Sehat
Abdul Rahman Bin Abu Hashim
Patlmah Bt Hl Busah
Patlmah Bt HJ 6usah
Tan Meng Liang
Tan Mel\g Liang
Abu Bakar B Muhamad
Kasslm Bin Muhamad
Zaharah Bl Abu Bakar
Yaw Ah Ping
Othman Bin Abd Rahim
Tew Ching
AWiah Bt LaSsim
Jorlah Bte Lassim
Mohd Nor 6 Awan g
Mohd Nor B Awang
Som Bt Ibrahim
Som \ill ltasnah Bt I bra him

JfOermawan Kg Mly MaJedee
Jalan Sentosa
Jl n Bllaksana
Jalan Tebrilu
Rumah Pangsa Larkin
Kg Melayu MaJedee
Jln RaJawall Larkin Jay a
Jln Rahmot Kg Mly Milled""
Jalan Ah Fool< 31A
Jln Stulang Baru
Kampong Kurnla
Jln Belatok Larkin Jaya
Jalan Larkin
Jl n Puna! Larkin Jaya
Jalan Trus
Jln Rebong
Jln 6edara Tmn Melodies
Jln setla Kg Mly Ma)edee
Lrg Tuah Kg Mly MaJedee
Jalan Ah Fool<
Jalan Ah Fool<
Jalan Lumba Kuda Lama
Rumah Pangsa Larkin
Jalan Larkin
Jalan Trus
Jf Mufia Kg Melayu MaJedee
Jalan Bukit Chagar
Bl 4 1/4 Jln Tebrau
Jalan Lumba Kuda Lama
Jln Rusa 5
Jln Tangkl Ayer
Jalan Kebun Teh
Jalan Kebun Ten
Jalan Tun Abdul Razak
Jalan Meldrum
Jatan Buki t Chagar
Jalan Buklt Chagar
Jalan Lumba Kuda Lama
Jalan Oato Oalam
J/Kenangan Kg Mly Ma/edee
Taman lmigresen
Polis Oepo
Polls oepo
Jalan ADd Rahman Andak
jal,._n Gertak Menth
R/Pangsa Akt Chagar
Jalan Salim
Polis Oepo
Polis oepo
Kg Melayu Ma)edee
Jln Utama Kg Mly MaJedee
Jln Tengku Alizah
Jln Kemaman
Polls Oepo
Polls
Jln Bayam
Jln Bukit Chagar
Jalan sentosa
Jalan Abd Rahman Andak
JalaQ Oato Mentrl
Jalan Yahya Awal
Jln Bella
Ug Mustlka
Jln Sehat Kg Mly Majedee
Rumah Pangsa Larkin
Polls Oepo
Polls oepo
Jln Tun Abd Rauk
Jalan Tun Abd Razal<
Bt 4 l/2 Jln Tebrau
Jalan Lumba Kuda Lama
Kg Melayu Majedee
Jln Tebrau
Lrg Balai
Jalan Ngee Heg
Jln Oedap Tmn Melodies
Jalan Trus
Jln Zamrud Kim Teng Park
Pusat Latlhan Kemahirna
Polis Depo
Polis Oepo

~

Kg Melayu Ma)edee II
Larki n
Abad Jay a
Kampong Wadi Hana
Rumah Pangsa L arkin
Kg Melayu MaJedee I
Larkin Jaya
Kg Melayu Mll)edee 11
Ban dar
Kg Melayu MaJedee II
Taman Majedee
8
Larkin Jay a
1784
Larkin
23
Lark in Jaya
53
Kampung Pahang
58
Belantlk
53
Taman Kebun Teh
086
Kg Mela'u Ma]edee 11
Kg Melayu Majedoc II
2
61
AYer Molek
Ayer Molal<
J..
2
Lumba Kuda
A TKT 8 143
Rumah Pangsa Lark in
2714
LaTkl n
106L
Ayer Mo lek
61
Kg Meiayu MaJedee 1I
13
Lumba Kur1ft
Stulang Baru
23
Lumba Kuda
23
Taman Abad
5
Kebun Teh
53
Taman Ma)edee
53
Taman MaJedee
Ngee Hong
136
16
Bandar
2
Lumba Kuda
498
LUmba Kuda
3
Lumba Kuda
7- 1
Ayer Motel<
Kg Melayu MaJedee II
10
Anggerek A 5
Ulu Ayer Molek
JKR 3367
Bukit Senyum
Bukit senyum
S1/SM 2027
Ngee Heng
16
Ayer Molek
16
0 TKT 4 90
6ul<lt Chagar
Kampung Pahang
1
Bukit senyum
Blk 6 3448
Buklt senyum
TKT 7·3448
Kg Melayu Ma}edee 1
30
Kg Melayu Majedee I I
32
Bukit Chagar
B 507
Tar om
7
Bukit Senyum
Blk A 3511
Bul<lt Senyum
JKR 1874
Betanttk
51
BuJ<it Chagar
JKR 1539
Larkin
329
Ngee Heng
2440
Gertak Merah
548
Gertak Merah
8
Kg Melayu Ma)edee I
4
Kg Melayu Ma1edee I
40
Kg Melayu Ma)edee II
11
Rumah Pangsa Larkin
6
814 TK 4 1344 Buklt Senyum
Bul<it senyum
C·A-2·4528
Yahya Awal
87
Ngee Heng
87
BelanUk
119 c
Lumba Kuda
0 TKT 56
Kg Melayu Majedee I
5
Buklt Senyum
39-C
Kg Melayu MaJedee I
18
Ayer Malek
921·C
Taman Kebun Ten
26
Ayer Molek
417
Bukit Sonyum
JKR 1580
Bul<lt senyum
JKR 1580
Bul<lt senyum
JKR 3532
Bukit Senyum
AJKR3532
TLO 2222
12 L G 3
16
13
0 TKT 13 221
3A
10
40
31A
LOT 2250

780
2048
2754
2011
195
2917
1932
96
65
3014
323
2939
45
2503
933
1569
1118
2852
3154
136
137
2262
198
69
2240
2125
60
2342
2274
918
1828
11
12
518
828
67
68
2314
652
2517
30
533
534
24
1189
620
624
563
564
3020
3324
396
60
574
575
879
54
2148
32
375
1360
1594
2155
1293
228
604
610
252
623
507
2599
3139
223
1695
1627
1460
2315
1523
1535
654
655

p
p

L

p
p
p
p
p
L
I'
p
p

L
L
p
p
L
p
p
L
p
L
L
p
p
L
p
p
p
L
L
L
L
p
L
L
L
p

p
L
L
p
p
p
p
L
L

p

p
L
L

p

p

p
p
L
L
L
p
p
p
p
p
p
L
p

L
L
L
L

p
p

L

p
p
p
L
L
p
p

.

.

2904604
2904604
2967544
2967544
3007412
3007412
3049235
304Q:>35
321814g
321814g
3222925
3222925
3223144
3223144
3442368
3442368
3448842
3448842
3516727
3516727
3516728
3516728
3517048
3517048
3517152
3517152
3521195
3521195
352313g
3523139
35g7666
35g7666
3671814
3671814
3731610
3731610
3733640
3733640
3737870
3737870
3738052
3738052
3762411
3762411
3858504
3858504
3963532
3963532
3963532
3969243
396g243
4056781
4056781
421 1 784
4211784
4230067
4230067
4237560
4237560
4239097
42390g7
4258585
4258585
4305564
4305564
4339g53
433g953
4343581
4343581
4353H9
435317g
4413711
4413711
4456635
4456635
4497591
4497591
4577001
4577001
4626671
4626671

Mariam Bt Md L eh
Siti Halaah @ Mariam Bt Md L eh
Katipah Bt Masod
Katimah ® Katlpah Bt Masod
Maznah Bt Muhamad
Maznah Bt Muhamad
Mariah Bt Hamid
Mariah Bt Ahmad
Sabudln B Joharl
Sabudln B Juhari
Vee Sang Hang @ Ee Yang Kit
Ee Yang Plk
Md Yusof B Kepih
Bechek Bt Malek
Jamilah Bt H) Hussln
Jamilah Bt H) Hassan
KhadiJah Bt Beran
Hadljah Bt Beran
T Kamaruddin B Sulelman
Sarijan B SariJo
Mohammed B Sahar
Mohamad B Shahar
Mohd Khalid 8 Abd MaJid
Samlnah Bt Abdul Samad
U S Nair S/0 K R Nair
Cheah Tl1ai
Veruthambal
Villasamy
Tham Kim Yok
Tay Eok Kee
I small 8 Abdul Hamld
Zalnal Abidln B Abd Harnid
Abdul Malik B Peru Mohamed
Abdul Malik Peru Mohamed
Hussln B Alron
Mahmood 8 Sayron
Gho Slew Cheng
Tal Ah Kau
Mary Lily Mathews A/P KJ Matthews
Mary LilY Mathews A/P KJ Mathews
NgWha
Slm Eng Huay
Omar 8 Musrapl
Dmar B Mosrapl
Kaplan! @ Kalayanl a;p Rata
Kalyani dfo Raju
Ismail Bin Abu Bakar
Mundek Bte Mohmmad
Mundek Bte Mohammed
Osmandl B Tuklman
Osmandl B TukHnan
Tee Kim Sing
T ee Kion Song
Rahmah Bt Mamat
Rahmah Bt Mamat
Rahanl at Jusoh
Mek Bt Chlk
Mohd Khalid B Ahmad
Mond Khalld 8 A h mad
Camprlt 8 Parm ut
Munah 8t Sam at
Mahani 8t Ujang
Mahan! Bt U Jang
Kahatijah Bt Saion
Khatijah Bt Salon
Mariah Bt Awang
Mariah Bt A wang
Awah Bt Japar
Awah Bt japar
Latlpah Bt Sa bli
Latipah Bt Sa bl I
Fatimah Bt Elias
Fatlmah 8t Elias
Mohd Shahab B Abdul Wahld
MOild Hamid B Mohamad
Maznah Bt Che Wan
Maznah 8t Che Wan
Norlin 81 Selamat
Norlin Bt Selamat
Saplnah 8t TramldT
Sapinah Bt T ra midl

Jalan Tcbrau Lg l
Jln Tebrau
Polls Depo
Polis oepo
Lrg Jay a
Lr9 Jaya
J ln Geroda Larkin Jaya
Poll• Depo
Kampong Kurnia
Jln Kurniawati Kg Kurnla
R/Pangsa Bkt Chagar
Jjilan Tan Hick Nee
Jalan sur au Stu lang Baru
Jalan Surau Stulang Baru
Polis Depo
Polis Oepo
Polls Depo
Po lis Depo
Jln Bella
Kg Melayu Majedee
Jalan Tebrau
Rumah Pangsa Larkin
J Larkin Customs Quarters
Kwsn Hospital
Jln Bakau Tmn Majldee
Jalan Senyom
Jln Yahya Awal
Barek LLN Jln Yahya Awal
Jalan 8ujor
Jalan L umba Kuda Lama
Kg Melayu Majedee
Lg Permata Kg Mly Majedee
Jalan Yahya Aldatar
Jln Yahya Aldatar
Jln Bangau Larkin Jay a
Jl n Bendahara
Jala n Blla l Mahmootl
Jalan Trus
Jalan Ismail
Jalan Ismail
Jln Yahy a Awal
Jln Yahya Awal
Jln Bayam
KWSN Hospital
R/Pangsa 8kt Chagar
Jalan Bul<lt cnagar
Jalan Datln Hallmah
Ja lan Datin Halimah
Jalan Datin Hallmah
Kg Melayu Majedee
Jln N ikmat Kg MIY Ma)edeeR/Pangsa Bkt Chagar
Jln Pahang
Polls Oepo
Polis oepo
Poll s Depo
Polis Oepo
Jalan Buklt Chagar
Jln Yahya Aldatar
Jln Shukor Kg MIY Ma]edee
Jln Shukor K g Mly Majedee
Polls Depo
Polls Depo
Jln Kentang
JjSentuman Kg Mly Maj edee
Polis Depo
Polis Depo
Polls oepo
Polls Depo
Polls Depo
Polis Depo
Polis oepo
Polis Depo
Lrg Tentera
Jln Dapat
Polls Depo
Polis oepo
Polls Depo
Polls Oepo
Polls Depo
Polis oepo

.

34

20A
Lrg 1 20 A
2040 D
JKR 452.8
4
4
JKR 4507

2030
50
A TKT 2 1322
46
63
63
JKR 3476
B-10-3474
1322
3 TKT 2 1322
18
6A
13
D TKT 13 221
1640
121
5
~9

128
4E
10
22

1l
11
9
9
20
2182 D
38
37
4E
4E

48
48
31
65
0Tkt9210
4g8
2358-C
23.58-C
2358-C
5
16
DTkt 1 2~
4-B
1004
c 10 1004
9 Barek 6
8 Tkt 4 03
JKR 3229
JKR 3229
1 Lg 2
1284 Tkt 1-1
JKR 1284
12
22
Blk C 905
25 81k 8
B D-1 4527
Barel< 9-15
JKR 2036-D
8 611< 5
C Tkt 2 202
46
226
3478
JKR 3478
2327
Blk 10 2327
JKR 1323
BIK 2 1323

Ngee Heng
1568 p
Buklt Senyum
230 p
Bukit senyum
664- p
Buklt Senyum
665 p
Kg Melayu Majedee I
2596 p
Mg Melayu Ma)edee 1 2597 p
Rumah Pangsa Larkin
167 p
Buki t Scnyum
673 I'
Taman Majedee
3gs L
Taman Majedee
1314 L
Bukit Chagar
807 L
Kampung Pahang
74g L
Stulang Baru
1421
Stulang Baru B
1422 p
Buklt Seny um
690 p
8uklt senyum
6g1 p
Buklt Senyum
693 p
eukit senyum
694 p
Kg Melayu MaJedee 1 1604 L
Kg Melayu Majedee I
3189 L
Kampong Wadi Hana
2091 L
Rumah Pangsa Larkin
258 L
Larkin
710 L
Gertak Merah
2057 p
Taman Majedee
6 75 L
Kampong Wadi Hana
1604 p
Yahya Awal
1052 p
1742 L
Ngee Heng
Kampong Wad1 Hana
2722 L
Lumba Kuda
2814 L
Kg Melayu Majedee I
3220 L
Stulang Baru
szo L
Lumba Kuda
1858 L
Bukit Senyum
368 L
Larkin Jaya
3087 L
Yahya Awal
28 L
Gertak Merah
159 p
Bandar
1647 L
Gertak Merah
2570 p
Gertak M erah
2571 p
. 1070 p
Yahya Awal
Yahya Awal
1071 p
934 L
Belantik
2083 L
Gertak Merah
891 p
Buklt Chagar
207 p
Lumba Kuda
Larkin Jaya
1578 L
1579 p
Larkin Jaya
1580 p
Larkin Jaya
Kg Melayu Majedee 1
3255 L
Kg Melayu Ma)edee II
619 L
g1g L
8uklt Chagar'
56g •L
Kampung Pahang
747 p
8uklt Senyum
748 p
8uk it senyum
750 p
8uklt Senyum
Bul<lt senyum
751 p
Lumba Kuda
221 L
37g L
8Uklt Senyum
Kg Melayu Ma]edee II 275g L
Kg Melayu Majedee II 2760 p
757 p
Buklt senyum
758 p
Bukit Senyum
Belantik
1538 p
Kg Melayu Majedee II 2412 p
BLtkit Senyum
766 p
8ukft senyum
767 p
768 p
8uklt Senyum
769 p
sukit senyum
772 p
Bukit Senyum
773 p
Bukit senyum
781 p
Bul<it senyum
782 p
sul<it senyum
271g L
Kg Me layu Ma)edee I
622 L
Kampong 8ahru
795 p
Buklt Senyum
796 p
suklt senyum
807 p
Bukit senyum
808 p
BUklt Senyum
822 p
Bukit senyum
823 p
Buklt Senyum

.

,

4706787
4706786
4727723
4727723
4843462
4843462
4877676
4877676
4912094

4912094
4912363
4912363
5167033
5167033
5409019
5409019
5504958
5504958
5507506
5507506
5527505
5527505
5543940
5543940
5579000
5579000
5637363
5637363
5895354
5895354
5904888
5904888
6137346
6137346
6266874
6266874
6845229
6845229
6890581
6890581
7042755
7042755
7072485
7072485
7287689
7287689
7404916
7404916
7508622
7508622
7550971
7550971
7741523
7741523
7824012
7824012
7824833
7824$33
7955974
7955974
8009103
8009103
8031657
8031657
8078656
8078656
8078981
8078981
8139368
8139368
8256258
8256258
8372985
8372985
A0122878
A0122878
A0577667
A0577667
A1681270
A1681270
K0270699
K 0270699

Fauziah Bt Md Tabrl
Jln Pakatan
Hasllna Bt Hassan
earek Tsn Jln Trus
Lim Kim Wah
Jln 'Yahya Awar
Mohd Arlff 8 Salleh
Jln Yahya Awal
Pauzlah St Abd Kadlr
Polis Oepo
Pauzlah 8t Abd Kadlr
Polls Depo
Salljah St Janl
Polls Oepo
Salilah Bt Jan!
Polis Oepo
Hadljah Bt Omar
Polls Oepo
Hadljdl1 Bl Omar
Jln Kemaman
Noralnl Bt Ahmad
Jalan Lumba Kuda Lama
Norani Bt Ahmad
JaJan Lumba Kuda Lama
Zalnal Abldin 8 Abdul Mallque
Jln Terap Tmn Ma)idee
Zalnal Abldln 8 Abdul Mallique
Jln Terap Tmn Majldeo ·
Salmah Bt Sitam
KWSN Hospital
Tuminah Bt Sahid
KWSN Hospital
Too Chow Kwang
Jalan Tun Abdul Razak
Foo Chaw Kwang
Jln Tun Abdul Razak L.g 3
Noranl Bt Rasad
Taman I mlgeresen
Md Puad 8 Mohd Hassan
Taman lmigeresen
Vljalalatchmy a/P Subramaniam
Jalan Kebun Teh
VIJayalatchmy a;p B Subramaniam
Jln Kebun Ten Lama
Jamilah et Jaapar
Jalan Mohd Talb
J Larkin Customs Quarters
Sayah Bt Salleh
Rani 8t Hashim
Polis Oepo
Rani Bt Hashim
Polls Depo
SurJanl Bt Ahmad
Jln Utama Kg Mly Majedoe
Tang You Sang
Jln Tarom
Thiavlgnr 11/P Chatu Appu
Jln Buklt Chagar
Thlavighl a/p Chatu Appu
Jln Buklt Chagar
Habsah 8t Alwee
Jln Kolam Air
Nurlah Bt Sari
Jln Kolam Air
Ng Chew Yong
R/Pangsa Skt Chagar
Nuruthuda Bt Abdullan
Rumah Pangsa Larkin
Che Esah St Ismail
Jln StuI 'ng earu
Jalan Lumba Kuda Lama
Che Esah Bt Ismail
Jatan Nong Chlk
Salman 8t Sallen
Salman 8t Salleh
Jalan Nong Chlk Lg1
Lalla St Jaamat
Polls Depo
Polls Oepo
Lalla St Jaamat
Jln Sel<olah
Zuralyan et eadron
Jalan Pedada
Surayah St Badron
Zaiton Bt Ibrahim
Jln SUI<i!
Jln Shukor Kg Mly Ma)edee
Ziliton Bt Bahrum
Jln Sayam
Zabeta Bt MiSdi
Jln Mesjld
Zabeta 8t Mlsdl
Jalan Kuda Lama
Yaacob 8 Mohamad Amln
Jalan Lumba Kuda Lama
Yaac:ob B Mohamad Amln
Jln Tun Abdul Razak Lg 3
Chang AI Mol
Jln Landal<
Chang Ah Mol
Jalan Sekolah Arab
Yap Chye Hock
Jalan Trus
Tan Kim HOCk
Jalan Lumba Kuda Lama
Kamarlah Tan Bt Abdullah
Jalan Trus
Tan Mee Mol
Jln Utama Kg MIY Majedee
Hassan B Mol
Jalan Lumba Kuda
Chua Yang Hoo
Jalan LarKin
Pechlamal d/o M Subramaniam
Jln Pu)aan Larkin Garden
Thanaletchumf d/O Subramaniam
Jalan Kebun Ten
Lim Kim Tee
Jalan Kebun Teh
Llew ChOW Inn
Jln Tengku Azlzah
Nagewdran afl Pakrlsamy
Jalan Jim Quee
P Nagappan a/1 Pac:Kerlsamy
Jalan Lumba Kuda Lama
Musa B Rldwan
Jalan Trus
Lim Kim
Jln TeKukor Larkin Jaya
AramJar Muhod afl Ata Bin Mohd
Jln nong Larkin Jaya
Aram Jar Muhod a/1 Ata Mohd
Jln Rusa
Ho May Foon
Jalan Meldrum
Ho May Foon
Jln Rusa 6
Yap Slew Chin
Jln storey
Chong Slow Heong
Bt 5 Jln Tebrau
Nor Hanlsah Chen Bt Abdullah
Jln Harlmau Garang
Chen Kin Fin
- - Jalan Kebun Teh
Ponnalah a/1 Muthuveeran
Jln Kebun Teh lama
Ponnalan a/1 Muthuveeran
Jln Kurnlawati Kg Kumla
Fatlmah Bt Ismail
Jln Kurnlawati Kg Kurnla
Fatlmah St ISmail
Jln Tampol
RaJa Hamldah 8t RaJa Mohamad
Jln Tampol
RaJa Hamldah Bt Mohamed
Jln Rahmat Kg Mly Majedee
Maznah Bt Amat
Jln Ranmat Kg Mly MaJedee
Maznan Bt Amat
Polls Oepo
Zalnah 8t Chan Dranman
Polis Oepo
Zafnah 8t Chan Drahman

•
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Aver Malek
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Tarom
Lumba Kuda
Lumba Kuda
Taman MaJedeo
Taman Majedee
Gertak Merah
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Ulu Ayer Molek
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Kebun Ten
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CURRENT COMMENT
A record of AI iran\ <.·omplete press sta tenwnts made in the
preceding month.

I

20 Sept. 1989

Chandra Muzaffar
President.

22 Sept.. 1989

Chandra Muzaffar
President

ISA DETENTION OF TWO
STUDENTS

THE SULIT SYNDROME
t is true that the Sulit Syndrome
is quite pervasive in our society..
A Sulit Syndrome of sorts WIthin government circles and in the
upper echelons of business has existed since Merdeka. However, it has
become much worse smce the
amendments to the Official Secrets
Act (OSA) of December 1986.
Newspapers for instance, find it
very difficult to get certain vital information from the government especially when it involves public
controversies or public officials
who may be linked to some scandal
or other. Similarly, the government
is very reluctant to divulge important economic data to the private
sector or to the general public. Public interest societies have very
little access to government reports
and government studies on health,
housing, education and the environment. Aliran, for instance, has
been trying very hard to get the government to release some studies it
has purportedly conducted on the
state of ethnic relations in the
country.
The unwillingness to release crucial data has an adverse effect on
not only the economy and development but also on ethnic relations
and politics. This is why Aliran has
all along asked for the abolition of
the OSA. The OSA should be replaced by a Freedom of Information Act.
But more important the government and Malaysian society
must realize thai lhe free now of
information is an indispensable aspect of democratic governance. It is
only if there is information can
people reflect and act. Without adequate information, CJtizens cannot
form judgements; they cannot hold
the government responsible.
Indeed as long as there is the
'Sulit Syndrome' there can be no
public accountability. Without public accountability democracy will
be virtually dead.

Finally, Aliran cannot help but
observe in view of all the developments in the country starting with
Operation Lallang in October 1987,
that the JSA is being used in a
much more arbitrary fashion today •
than ever before.

I

t was reporled in Harakah 22
September 1989 that two University of Malaya students have
been detained under the ISA.
According to the weekly's story,
the two students, Jamali Adnan and
Jarnaluddin Ramly, secretary and
treasurer respectively of the Persatuan Mahasiswa Islam Universiti
Malaya (PMIUM), were detained
because of their involvement in the
recent demonstration against the
Sheila Majid concert at the University.
Up to this point, the Police has
not denied or confirmed the detention of Jamali and Jamaluddin. It
has become a common practice
now for the Police to keep mum after ISA detentions are made. The
Police has a duty to inform the public especially since lSA detainees
;u-e not put on trial. Giving prompt
and accurate information to the
public is the least that the authorities can flo in a parliamentary democracy - since the very law itsell,
the ISA is totally repugnant to democratic principles.
If it is true that the two students
have been arrested under the ISA,
Aliran calls upon the government to
release them immediately and unconditionally, or to put them on
trial While Aliran may not agree
with the reasons for the student demonstration, Aliran is nonetheless
convinced that it is totally wrong to
detain them under the lSA.
Apart from the fact that the lSA
itself is an unjust law, no one
should be detained under the ISA
for organizing a demonstration.
Holding peaceful demonstrations or
protesting against what one perceives to be a wrongdoing in some
other peaceful manner, is a legitimate activity in any democracy.
Even a communist country like
Hungary has legalised demonstrations. The authorities in Malaysia
should learn to live with demonstrations and other forms of peaceful protest.

HOSTEL TRAGEDY: SAFETY
FEATURES LACKING

A

Jiran is stunned by the news
of the fire at Sekolah Menengah Ugama Taufiqiah
Khairiah AI Halimiah that took
away 27 lives.
We hereby express out sorrow to
the grieving parents and relatives of
the victims.
It was clear from lhe mass media
report~. that the 18-year-old buildings did not have safety features.
Each hostel block that housed
about 100 students had only one
door. Each room was occupied by
10 students who slept in doubledeckers arranged close to one another. There was no demarcation between cooking and sleeping areas.
The students cooked and slept almost on the same spot. There was
onJy one staircase leading to t.he second floor.
Were the Pengetua and the
school administrators not concerned about the safety of the students?
(Comd un page 39)
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Are you aware of the issues affecting our future?
Do you want to know what is really happening?
Get a graw of the issues and evenu that affect us as Malaysians
whatewr our ethnic or religious background.
Read Aliran Monthly .
We haw tackled all soru of national and globel sl!bjecu. Poverty,
corruption, democracy and national un ity in Malaysia, apartheid,
Third World dewlopment and huma11 rights. Our approech to
these issues is non-communal, non-sectarian and truly multi·
racial.
Bot don't take our word for it. Fill in this form and find out for
yourself.
Our quest is for a lust and humane society

Join us m the struggle for Justice, Freedom and

Solict.ltyl
Aliran doet not get any foreign financial help. We depend
entirely on Malaysians for support. The Aliran.Month ly whose
editorial team works on a voluntary basis, is one of these means
of income That is why your support is so vital . Invite your
friends to subscribe to Aliran Monthly.

----------------Name and address, BLOCK LETTERS ple111

Mr/,Ms ..........................................................................................
Address ............................................

m

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .

Profession/Occupation .................................................................
0 1 year's subscription ($10.50) • }
0 2 yean sub$trjption ($20.50) •
0 Order of other Aliran publications
(see reverw sida)

beginning Vol.
......... No..........

• lncludn $0.50 for outstation cheques.
I enclote money ordtr/postll order/cheque no............................
dated ............................ for the sum of S ....................................
Send this ordir and payment to Ali ran, Distribution Bureau,
P.O. Box 1049, 10830 Panang, Malaysia.
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ALIRAN
PUBLICATIONS AND TAPES
Books in E01Jiish

Speeches by Ali ran Pres ident Dr Chandra Muzaffar

REFLE CTIONS ON THE MALAYSIAN
CONSTITUTION - $12.20 0
A c;ompil~ion of papers presented at a COnference on
"R.tlec:tions on t he Malaysian Constitution: 30 Years After
Merdlka." The topic;s addr-ed include the Historical
Background, the Role of. the Monarc;hy, the Role of the
Judic:ia,Y, the Role of the Parliament, the Role of the
ElCIIc:utiva, State and Federal Relations , the Rule of Law,
Fundamental Liberties, the Ethnic: Dimension and Islam in
the Constitution.

•

1. AN ISLAMIC STATE OR A SECULAR STATE?
($5.00 +postage 0.50) 0
This speech deals with various issues involved in the
Islamic State vs Secular State controversy. It suggests a
non-sectarian spiritual alternative which is in line with
Aliran's philosophy.
2. THE REAL THREAT ($5.00 +postage 0.50) 0
An analysis of how certain elements in Government are
trying ;o manipulate ethnic feelings in order to strengthen
their political position. The speaker argues that this is the
real threat to the nation's well-being.

e FREEOOM IN FETTERS - $10.20 0
Comprehensive study of t he state of democ:rac;y in
Malays~ . Oeals with all the major laws and institutions
relevant to an understanding of demoerac;y in Malaysia. It
examines all t he major trends and d evelopments whic:h have
influenced the prac:tic:e of damoc:rac;y in Malaysia.

3. CH.O,LLENGES FACING AS IA ($5.00 +postage 0.50) 0
The speech outlines the awesome cha llenges faced by
Asians today and suggests ways to deal with them. It
identifies the crucial a reas that have stood in the way of
progress and good government and insists that un less
effective transformation first takes place in these areas, no
last ing or meaning·fu l change can come about .

• DIALOGUE ON DEMOCRACY ~ $3.20 0
Collection of speeches made by leaders of various political
parties and public: interest societies in connection with the
Third Dialogue of Concern on Parliamentary Demoeracy.
• CORRUPTION - $4.20 0
An •sily r~ble, informative and analytic:al collection of
papers on variOU$ aspec:ts of this social scourge presented by
AJiran offic:ials and guest speakers at an Aliran seminar on
Corruption.

4. OPPOSE OSA (THE OFFICIAL SECRETS ACT)
($5.00 +postage 0.50) 0
In this analysis of the 1986 amendments to the Official
Secrets Act, an attempt is made to spell out the consequences of that law for freedom and democracy. The public
is shown how their right to know wou ld be affected and
how public accountabi lity wou ld lose its meaning.

ISSUES OF THE MAHATHIR YEARS - $11 .00 0
This book consists of press statements, articles and short
spHc:hes of Aliran officials. The important subjec:ts dealt
with include human rights and demoerac:y. financial
sc:llndals llfld the Official Secrets Ac:t. The compilation
provides a Ufaflll mirror of a critical phase in Malaysian
history, the resolution of which is not over.

e

5 . DEVELOPMENT - FOR WHOM?
($5.00 +postage 0.50) 0
A studied criticism of the authorities for the wasteful
spending, for obsession with prestige project> and for
excluding the poorer segments of society from main-5tream
development. The talk deplores the increasi ng ly elitistic
trend in development as a betrayal of the people's dream of
a just society.

NATION ON TRIAL- $12.00 0
Th&M last five years have been tumultous ones for Malaysia
in many respects. In many spheres of national life , the
country appears to be slipping. This is manifested in the
weakening of democ;ratic: foundations and the rise of
authoritarianism in government, corruption and financial
sc:llndals, llldt of acc:ountability and an absence of integrity
among people at the helm of the nation's affairs, violation
of human rights, a declining economy and inereasing
unemployment. In the midst of all this, Ali ran continues to
demand a saner politic:al and economic system.

e

6. WHO IS DESTROYING THE RUKUNEGARA?

($7 .00 +postage 0.851 0
This tape contains two speec hes on the Rukunegara
wh ich attempt to show how and why the Government in
particular had deviated from the p rinciples and goals of the
nation's charter. The speakers are Aliran President Dr.
Chandra Muzaffar and Aliran Executive Committee
member, Gan Teik Chee.

Books in Bahasa Malaysia
• 5 PERSOALAN - $3.70 0
Apakah Asia Tenggara Salamat? Mengapa Terdapat
Kamitkinan Oalam Masyarakat Kite? Apakah Dia Kebudaya~.n Nasional? Mengapa Adanya Kekurangan Rumah?
Mengapa Wujudnya Polarisasi Kaum? Oapatkan jawapannya
dalam buku ini.

Indicate number ordered in box next to title.
Name: M.-/ Mrs/Pits .............................................................. .
Addr- : .............................................................................

• ISA DAN KESELAMATAN NEGARA- $5.20 0
Buku ini mambic:llrakan undang ·undang ISA. Ia memapar·
kan tantang ketidakadilannya, tentang kezalimannya. Ia
c:uDa memberi gambaran tentang ape sebenarnya yang
benaku pada bulan Oktober 1987 bila lebih 100 orang
ditangkep di bawah ISA.

I enclose money order/ postal order/cheque no ...................
....................... dated ................... for the sum of ............ : ..

• PI-• includlt 50 c:ents for bank commission for outsta·

CABARAN·CABARAN SEMASA - $7.20 0
Suatu kajian yang mendalam tentang cabaran-cabaran yang
kite hadapi delam b idang demokrasi , ekonomi , kemasyara·
katan , pandicliken. kernanusiaan , hak a5asi rnanusia dan
lwl•hwal anta! abangsa. ·

t ion c;heq ues.

e

•
•
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For local orders, prices quoted are indUfive of postage.
For oversees orders, prices quoted in US$ with 20% of
total order for surface mail and 100% of total order for
airmail:

We cannot bring the dead back

to life but we can take every possi·
ble measure to prevent similar tra·
gedies.
Enforcement of regulations must
not be compromised where safety is
concerned.
In view of this., there should be a
proper inquiry into the conditions
and circumstances tha t Jed to the
tragedy.
The mass media which should be
the eyes and ears of the people
must play their surveillance role by
exposing threats to people's safety.
For instance, one sees immigrant
labourers living in makeshift "longhouses" on construction sites.
These makeshift structures are not
fit for h~man occupancy. The living
space is smaLl with a hole for a window. Virt~ally, every family activi·
ty, including cooking, is carried out
within the confine of that space .
Do we need to have more tragedies to remind us t.hat it is no use
crying over spilt milk?
Hamima Dona Mustafa
25th Sept. 1989

Secretary

ETHNIC CONSCIOUSNESS
OR GOD CONSCIOUSNESS?

T

llough belief in God is the
first principle of the Rukunegara, it remains somewhat
removed from the political, economic and social life of the nation.
Sometimes societies which do not
profess faith in God are more God·
centred in their actual behaviour.
Malaysian society is, in fact domi·
nated not by God-consciousness
but by ethnic consciousness.
Ethnic consciousness is in conflict with God-consciousness in at
least 5 areas.
1) Ethnic consciousness invariably
breeds a very sectarian attitude towards issues involving truth and justice. One tends to see truth and justice merely from the perspective of
one's own ethnic kind. '!his contradicts the universal spirit of truth
and justice embodied in God-consciousness.
2) Ethnic consciousness camouflages and confuses issues of right and
wrong. The question of integrjty is
almost always subordinated to ethnicity. God-consciousness, in contrast, upholds what is right and
opposes what is wrong, regardless
of community, caste, class, colour
or creed.

3) Ethnic consciousness develops a
perverted notion of the rights or
one's own community, regardless of
the rights of other communities.
God-consciousness, on the other
hand, cultivates a truly universal
vision of the rights and responsibi·
lities of all human beings.
4) Ethnic consciousness, when it is

pronounced, tends to see individuals and their actions in strict ethnic terms. God-consciousness demands that we regard each and every individual as a human being, as
a child of God. It is a conception
that transcends ethnic, religious and
national boundaries.
5) Ethnic consciousness attempts to
erase divisions and dkhoiornies .within a community and consequently maintains an artificial
communal unity whlch often works
agai nst the interests of the poor and
powerless. When one is conscious of
God and God's Will, one's preference is for the weak and the oppressed, irrespective of ethnicity.
It is important that we develop
God-consciousness as the basis of
our lives and the foundation of our
civilization. This is because Godconsciousness has a universal thrust
whlch is what the world needs at
this point in time, as each and every
major challenge that confronts
humankind assumes a global significance. Approaching these challenges in piecemeal fashion will not
do. We need a universal vision, but
a vision that is rooted in faith in a
Transcendental Reality that goes
beyond our finite existence. Only
such a faith can provide the impulse
to human beings to transcend their
ethnic selves.
For God-consciousness, as an
outlook on life, unites the human
being, society and nature. Out of
the oneness of God emerges the
oneness of the universe and the
oneness of humankind.
In a multi-ethnic, multi-religious
society like ours, God-consciousness has a particularly significant
role to play. It can become the spiritual force that will propel diverse
communities to reach out to one
another. For God-consciousness is
not just some esoteric concept. It
has tremendous relevance to the
role of the human being, his relationship to nature, to the community, to his past, and to his future. It
is linked to rights and responsibilities, values and ideals, the hopes
and aspirations of humankind.

8 Oct 1989

Chandra Muzaffar
President

t is a real pity that Petronas has
to inject $982.4 million into
Bank Bumiputra to cover up the
bank's loss of $1.06 billion for the
year ending 31 March 1989.

I

Bank Bumiputra's colossal net
loss of $1.06 billion due mainly to
non-performing loans could well be
one of the biggest losses suffered by
a commercial bank in the country.
It is important to recollect that
Bank Bumiputra lost $2.5 billion in
the BMF loans scandal in 1983. At
that time, Petronas was forced to
purchase the bank in order to save
the &ltuation.
Revenue from petroleum whlch
is the nation's most crucial natural
resource should not be used to sal·
valge a commercial bank that has.
got into a financial mess. Our oil
wealth should be utilized illstead to
provide the sort of economic and
social development which will bring
direct benefits to the people, especially the poor and disadvantaged.
Bank Bumiputra should explain
to its shareholders and to the public
at large how it accumulated such a
huge loss. Who are the individuals
or organizations that have taken
out big loans and are now not able
to repay them? What efforts have
been made by Bank Burniputra to
recover the big loans? Are some of
these loans linked to politicians and
political parties? More specifically,
is it true that a significant chunk of
Bank Bumiputra 's non-performing
loans is in fact the money that
UMNO owes t.he bank as a result of
the grandiose headquarters and
complex the party built a few years
ago?
Bank Bumiputra owes an explanation to the public because it is
owned by Petronas, a national corporation. It must tell the whole
truth. For that is what public
accountability is'all about.
14 Oct 1989

Chandra Muzaffar
President

None of the above statements has
appeared in any daily.

-Editor

ELECTION

ELECTION COMMISSION
- EXPLAIN THIS!
Serious discrepancies in the electoral roll

I

n the September issue of our Monthly
(Aliran Vol. 9 :9) we carried an article
which expressed our concern about the EJection Commission and why it was necessary
for the Commission to re-establish its integrity.
We are now more convinced than ever
that this should be done immediately.
Fresh evidence has been brought to our notice of what appear to be serious discrepancies in the electoral roll of one particular
parliamentary constituency. This is the
Johor Baru Parliamentary constituency.
We provide below the names of voters in
that constituency who have the same identity card cumbers. Of course, the names do
not appear in the order in which they have
been presented here. Names bearing the
same identity card number appear in different places in the electoral roll. In most cases
there are two names with the same identity
card numbers. In many instances the names,
addresses and even polling districts that
these persons belong to are quite different.

\

... ...,

In a few of the cases cited , the voters come
from different connnunities. Indeed, in some
cases, they are of different sexes!
The Election Commission must explain
this. How did this happen? Is it confined to
the Johor Baru parliamentary constituency?
Are there similar cases of the same identity
card numbers appearing for different voters?
As a group committed to human rights
and social justice, we are deeply concerned
about this. We have emphasized before the
importance of an election commission whose
independence shines forth like a brilliant
beacon of light. It is the duty of every citizen to protect the independence of the Election Commission. It is the solemn responsibility of the government of the day to ensure that it does not do anything to diminish
the independence and the integrity of the
Election Commission.
We await eagerly the response from the
Election Commission.
Please tur11 to page 32 [or the Johore Baru parliamentary
constiwencv electoral roll.

-
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